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Foreword

In 1997 the NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service embarked on 
a program of research designed to help chart the path the Service would
take in cultural heritage conservation over the coming years.The Towarri
project, which is the subject of this book, was integral to that program,
reflecting as it did a number of our key concerns.These included a concern
to develop a landscape approach to cultural heritage conservation, this
stemming from a recognition that to a great extent the conventional
approach, in taking the individual heritage ‘site’ as its focus, lost the 
larger story of ‘people in a landscape’. It also concerned us that the
site-based approach was inadequate to the job of understanding how
people become attached to the land.

Attachment, of course, is not something that can be excavated by
archaeologists or drawn to scale by heritage architects. It is made up 
substantially of memories. In the present case, Sharon Veale takes an area
of farmland in the Upper Hunter Valley that in the late 1990s became
Towarri National Park and she asks how its former occupants remember
it, how they revisit the land and their lives on the land via their memories.

The National Parks and Wildlife Service has a compact with the people
of New South Wales, both Aboriginal and non-indigenous, to acknowledge
the meaning that their lives and the lives of their ancestors have given to
the lands in our care.This commits us not just to the study of individual
landscapes and the communities of those attached to them, but also to 
a study of the very process of attachment itself.The present book is a
step in that direction.

Denis Byrne
Cultural Heritage Division
NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service
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Preface

Research for this book commenced in 1999.The idea for it stemmed from
cultural heritage survey work that myself and others were involved in at
the NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS) from the mid-1990s.
For me, what was most inspiring about this work was the people we met
connected to each new Park. Everywhere we went we encountered people
who were willing to share their stories. Sometimes it was a chat in the main
street, or somewhere on-Park, other times it was lengthy conversations in
comfy lounge chairs over sandwiches and several cups of tea.As we taped
interviews and jotted down notes, rich and complex pictures of landscape
were drawn.

The knowledge and extraordinary experiences people shared with
us about the places and people dear to them revealed a very personal
landscape, one that government agencies have not traditionally shown
a great deal of interest in.The opportunities we had to ‘see’ the landscape
through the eyes of those individuals who had known and loved Park
country confirmed our view that the values and meanings attributed to
places by local people were a vital part of ensuring the appropriate
conservation and management of national parks.

This background has informed Remembering Country: History &
Memories of Towarri National Park. Soon after receiving approval to
undertake the project, I visited the National Parks and Wildlife Service
office in Muswellbrook. There I was provided with a list of former property
owners and other research material.While in the area I visited local historical
societies and libraries and started gathering preliminary information.
Back in Sydney, I made contact with people who knew the landscape
of Towarri National Park and arranged to meet with them to discuss
their participation in the project. During fieldwork in December 1998
I met with locals Paul Murray, Patricia Farrell, Mrs Philippa Henderson,
Allan Henderson and Beverlee Adams. I also made contact with Victor
Perry from the Wonnarua Tribal Council.All were enthusiastic about the
project and keen to be involved. OHM consultants were commissioned
to conduct oral history interviews, and in May 1999 they commenced
work in the Upper Hunter.An Aboriginal oral history project was also
undertaken. Interviews were collected by Tracey Miller (née Skene)
and Rhoda Perry on behalf of the Wonnarua Tribal Council.

Stan Wicks 60

I wanted to be at the saleyards;  They kept us in tucker;
We’ve always been busy;  Sheep work at Braeside;
Good neighbours;  Mum lived in town;  Braeside was lovely

Paul Murray 64

A family property;  Making ends meet;  A bucket over
your arm and a handful of seed;  Mustering;
A changing landscape;  Lopping trees to feed the cattle;
Bushfires and burning off;  Native wildlife and feral animals;
Family matters;  You get a bit sentimental

Patricia Farrell 72

Always in the family;  It’s not good country;  Glen Murray homes;
A house built by Grandfather;  No wonder Mum wanted to get to town;
Helping out;  Mustering around the blue teapot;  Sometimes as many
as 300 rabbits a night;  The old mailman thought it was great;
The neighbours visit and the good china came out;  Selling Glen Murray;
Now a national park

Beverlee Adams 79

Moving to Sans Tache;  Early settlement along Dry Creek;
The land and Aboriginal people;  A bit of a greenie;
The job of classifying;  My bird country;  The rock wallabies are lost;
I guess one day I’ll have to leave;  Feeling the country through the
soles of my feet

Pearl Wilson 85

Off the beaten track;  The hut and the pioneer cottage;  It was a good life;
God’s little heaven on earth

Arthur Alexander Hall 90

In the family for over 100 years;  A productive farm;  Hard times;
The Sladdens and the Murrays;  I’ve ridden all over the Park;
Something to do all the time

Conclusion 94

Footnotes 95 
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The interviews they recorded, along with those collected by OHM
consultants, combined with primary and secondary source material
gathered by myself and others, have formed the basis of this book.

My greatest debt of gratitude is to the people who have shared their
stories, for it is their lives and memories that have brought this book into
being.Thanks to the Wonnarua Tribal Council, in particular Victor Perry,
Tracey Miller, Rhoda Perry and the individuals who participated in the
oral history project, for their interest and encouragement, and for enabling
us all to learn something of the Aboriginal experience. Sue Andersen
and Mary Ann Hamilton from OHM Consultants, who conducted the
oral history interviews with former property owners, Park neighbours
and others.To the interviewees, who spent time remembering country
and allowed images from their personal collections to be reproduced here.
I wish to extend my gratitude to Allan Henderson and his mother,
Philippa Henderson, Paul Murray, Patricia Farrell,Allan Lawler, Beverlee
Adams, Peal Wilson,Alex Hall, Stan Wicks, Grant Worthington and
Ranald Mackay.A special thank you to Ruth Logan, whose captivating
photograph graces the cover.

Many people who spent time talking to me about Towarri have not been
included in this book. However, they have made a significant contribution
to my understanding of the country and its history. I thank the NPWS
Research Advisory Committee for pertinent and considered opinion
regarding the project. I am also grateful to Nicole Secomb, who assiduously
scoured various collections for evidence, and Martin Thomas, who looked
after the project while I was on maternity leave.Thanks to Gary Schoer,
the Scone and Upper Hunter Historical Society, the Muswellbrook
Historical Society and the Murrurundi and District Historical Society,
all of whom provided access to valuable reference collections. Susan Gray,
whose gentle editing helped shape the manuscript and ultimately enabled
me to craft its final form. Gabrielle Tydd, who has developed the text and
a collection of photographs into the handsome publication you now have.
Finally, to my colleagues at the New South Wales National Parks and
Wildlife Service, who listened with interest
and were always happy to share ideas.

S.V.
Historian NPWS
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Introduction

Once he flung himself down beneath a gum-tree with excess of joy in the presence of that glad

warm earth, as though he would kiss the whole world. Sometimes, as he stood looking into the creek

or walking along the hillside, he would sing over to himself some fragment of verse … uplifted by the

emotional reverberations of the lyric and the intoxication of the strong bright air he would walk on,

scarcely feeling how the track here and there became steep and rough, till he shouted aloud:

Es bleiben todt die Todten,

Und nur der lebendige lebt!

[The dead remain dead, and only the living live!]

Then he stood still, hot and out of breath, on the summit of a little stony hill.

H A V E L O C K  E L L I S ,  F R O M  H I S  D I A R Y ,  18 7 5 – 18 9 0 1

Towarri National Park is located a short drive from the township of
Scone in the Upper Hunter on the southern slopes of the Liverpool
Range.The Park was officially declared in 1998 following the purchase
of four pastoral properties, formerly known as The Basin, Braeside,
Glen Murray and Willowdene. Since 1998, several additional areas have
been added to Towarri National Park.This publication focuses only on
the original acquisition.The stories connected to other sections of park
are still to be documented.

As with most areas managed by the National Parks and Wildlife Service,
Towarri was created because of the land’s outstanding natural values.
Equally significant, however, is the history and living memories
associated with Towarri.This publication explores the historical dimensions
and living memories associated with Towarri National Park. It does so
through a brief historical account of the area in and around the Park
and an edited collection of oral history interviews with local people.
The history forms a contextual backdrop to the edited interviews,
which provide an insight into how people experienced the past
and remember it in the present.

Towarri National Park as it
is today.This book focuses on
the portion of the Park which
takes in Mount Tinagroo and
Bald Hill as shown in the
map opposite.
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Great indigo humps of mountains that look like the backs of sleeping camels,

or elephants, stand out against the orange of the dawn. Sharply-cut pinnacles,

with uniform curves of slope, pierce the blue sky in the glare of midday.

Under the glittering stars, long black ramparts wall the wide glens and the narrow.

It is a land of climbing and descending, of great rises and little rises, broad valleys

and steep-sided ravines, and a thousand patterns upon the excrescences of this

whirling globe we live on. Mount Murulla, Tinagroo, Mount Dangar, Mount Royal

– you may see each of them from the summit of search – are mighty and stately

guardians of the landscape, standing like big blue policemen in the crowded mob

of mountains.2

Other forms of expression were also inspired by the landscape. Following
his marriage to the daughter of William Carter, a barrister and Hunter
Valley settler, artist Conrad Martens (1801–1878) was to spend time in
the Upper Hunter in the 1860s undertaking commissions for William and
Archibald Little. During this time, Martens completed several delicate
pencil sketches of the Liverpool Range.

The landscape in and around Towarri National Park has been recorded,
represented and remembered in unique and varied ways over time. Some
impressions have endured from generation to generation, while others are
created anew by each successive generation. Both Aboriginal and non-
Aboriginal people have connections to the land within and around the
National Park.The Wonnarua people are the traditional owners of the
land, and their descendants are able to recount stories they remember being
told as children.They reflect on their lives and lament the loss of country
through dispossession, and in the present through ongoing development.
For Aboriginal people the declaration of Towarri National Park means
they can access land for recreation and enjoyment that has long been held
in private ownership. It also offers these people the opportunity to learn
more about traditional cultural life through the material traces that remain
throughout the Park.

Oral history interviews with former property owners in the area,
several of whom trace their connection to the country within the Park
over generations, provide an abundant array of memories and impressions.
For them the land is both home and vocation.They share family experiences
and stories, and describe how they and their ancestors managed the
properties.Their reminiscences enable us to learn about the ways that
the rugged terrain influenced decisions and shaped jobs such as mustering,
pasture improvement and fencing. Other aspects of life, such as social events,
education, technological changes, drought, flood and fire, are also brought
vividly to life.

The intention is to give voice to some of the different experiences that
occur through time and space in a given place. In doing so we start to
realise that Towarri National Park, and the land that surrounds it, has its
own distinctiveness and is continually changing as different people and
organisations engage with it.We learn that Towarri, much like other
national parks, is a landscape rich in history, enhanced by memories
and the physical traces that remain. Using both documentary evidence
and living memory, this book focuses on the relationships people in the
past and the present have had and continue to have with the Park.

The Upper Hunter district is generally comprised of mountainous
country, with areas of richer pasture land around Scone, Murrurundi,
Muswellbrook,Aberdeen and Singleton.The country now within Towarri
National Park is mostly rugged.The surviving portion plans of land within
the Park are some of the earliest remaining mapped records describing
the landscape, its vegetation, topography, soil types and available water.
The land elicited the following kinds of descriptive comment from the
surveyors who charted it from the 1860s. Most annotated the plans they
prepared with comments such as ‘land fit for grazing only’, ‘ land poor
grazing’, ‘land very poor grazing’, ‘water not permanent’. Soils across the
area drew a range of comments, including,‘soil for the most part a tenacious
black clay’, ‘soil argillaceous’ (clay-like) and ‘soil a ferruginous clay’
(iron-bearing clay).

Others who viewed and experienced the landscape in the vicinity of the
Park characterised it differently. Some were moved by the land’s rugged
beauty and power.

A delicate pencil sketch of
the Liverpool Range featuring

Mt Tinagroo and
‘Minilla’(sic) (Murulla)

by Conrad Martens.
The sketch is undated but

was probably drawn in 1862
when he was visiting the area.
Held by the Mitchell Library,

State Library of NSW.
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Part I : A History of Towarri

The oral histories in this publication illustrate some of the values and
meanings that land has for people. For some, it is the natural landscape –
its mountains, trees, grasses and animals – that nurture their being, while
others struggle to modify and control it. Still others, some of whom share
their stories in this book, live their life with little regard for the land
they know, and wish they were elsewhere.Themes such as work, family,
community, hardship, upheaval, separation and absence emerge.

The stories about Towarri National Park draw our attention to a range of
relationships and experiences, and we begin to see how attitudes towards
land shape everyday life.Attitudes are also shaped by gender, age, class and
social and economic situations. Furthermore, historical circumstances
influence how people think about and engage with their environment.

The way people remember is also unique. Despite sharing life experi-
ences, individuals within the same family, or people working together,
all remember the past in different ways. It is evident in some of the stories
presented that the narrators are profoundly attached to the country within
and around Towarri National Park. It nurtures their being and enables
them to know with confidence who they are. For other people,Towarri
is remembered as difficult country and provokes a sense of frustration,
even despair.The act of remembering country is emotive and can provoke
feelings of joy, elation, regret or pain. Country can be many things. It is
often home, the site of exploration and pleasure, or of responsibilities and
challenges.Towarri is a landscape infused with lives lived, of places loved
and loathed, of days remembered and forgotten.

A study in oils of the
Liverpool Range

by Conrad Martens, n.d.
Held by Dixson Library,

State Library of NSW.
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means ‘fire’ in the Wonnarua language.The story Tom told relates to the
Maid and nearby Burning Mountain.

When a group of warriors set out for a long journey to Broke Flats for a battle

with the Kamilaroi, they left behind the old people, women and children. After

the fight the remaining warriors returned to their camp. There was one girl that

sat waiting and waiting for her man to return. When he didn’t return she prayed

to Biami to come and take her life because she could not carry on without her

fellow. Biami felt sorry for the girl that never stopped crying for her man and

made her into a stone feature looking down on the valley. She is still there today

as part the Wingen Maid, and the tears she cried fell upon Burning Mountain

and ignited the fire that is still burning today.5

The naturally occurring fire at Burning Mountain is caused by a perpetually
burning underground coal seam that is rich in sulphur. The Wonnarua
made use of the seam to manufacture stone tools.The site may also have
been a source of red ochre, which was used for ceremonial purposes.6

The valleys, creeks and ranges of the Upper Hunter provided the
Wonnarua with a rich variety of resources. Like other Aboriginal groups,
the Wonnarua managed their country strategically and collected both
terrestrial and riverine foods. Methods of meat collection varied, depending
on the animal. Firestick farming was practised to encourage the growth
of open grasslands and attract game such as kangaroos and wallabies.When
hunting kangaroos and wallabies, the men and young boys would encircle
the open grassy areas where the animals grazed.Without detection, the
hunters would creep closer to the grazing game until the circle gradually
contracted around them.7

A  H I S T O R Y  O F  T O W A R R I  

Aboriginal country, exploration and appropriation

There is no subject connected with New South Wales, or Australia, less understood  than the

character and condition of the aboriginal natives. They have been described as the lowest in the

scale of humanity, yet I found those who accompanied me superior in penetration and judgement

to the white men composing my party. Their means of subsistence and their habits, are both

extremely simple; but they are adjusted with admirable fitness to the few resources afforded

by such a country in its wild state.

T H O M A S  M I T C H E L L ,  F R O M  H I S  J O U R N A L  O F  A N  E X P E D I T I O N  I N T O  T H E  I N T E R I O R  O F  T R O P I C A L  A U S T R A L I A 1

The land now within the boundaries of Towarri National Park is
the traditional country of the Wonnarua people.The physical and
linguistic boundaries for the Wonnarua have been variously explained
since colonisation, and the Upper Hunter has been shown as belonging
to the Kamilaroi and Geawegal peoples.2 Valerie Woods, a descendant of
the Wonnarua people, explained that Wonnarua country encompasses the
towns of Muswellbrook, Singleton, Scone, the Upper Hunter to Murrurundi
and the Lower Hunter to Newcastle.3 In a recent oral history interview,
Lea-anne Miller, a descendant of the Wonnarua people, provided some
additional description of Wonnarua country:

From my recollections our boundaries are from Murrurundi down to the Wollombi

Ranges to the Watagan Ranges down to Hexham, Minmi out to Kuruah, where

the Hunter River runs out, and then up to the Barrington Tops next to Gloucester.

Our sub-clans are the Geawegal to the north-west, and the Gringai, which is the

south-west clan.4

The Wonnarua knew their country intimately and would frequent the
same hunting grounds, water sources, ceremonial sites and camping places
over generations.The country was richly symbolic and endowed with
stories and meanings.Tom Miller, another Wonnarua descendent, was
told stories about places within his traditional country as he was growing
up.To the south-east of Towarri National Park lies the Wingen Maid,
a significant sandstone outcrop believed to resemble a maiden. ‘Wingen’

A view of Wingen Maid taken
from Burning Mountain, 1999.
Photo courtesy Rhoda Perry.

A close view of the
burning vent area at
Burning Mountain.
It is believed that the
underground seams have
been burning for more than
15 000 years. 1999.
Photo courtesy Rhoda Perry.
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profound importance and cause for great celebration. Preparations for
the boorool were considerable and involved informing Aboriginal people
from surrounding language groups, fashioning special tools, gathering all
manner of bush foods and undertaking elaborate body decoration.The men
smeared their bodies liberally in fat and were then painted using red ochre
and white pipeclay.9

Aboriginal life and culture were to change dramatically following
white invasion.Traditions and customs that had evolved over thousands
of years were violently ruptured as colonisation advanced. It is to the first
encroachments upon Wonnarua country by Europeans that we now turn.

The surveyors arrive
Records of explorers or surveyors documenting the discovery and
impressions of the country within Towarri National Park do not appear
to survive. Certainly by the 1830s Mount Tinagroo and Towarri were
recorded on maps of the area, as were Middle and Dynamrigan creeks
(Dry Creek), but no records that detail when, and by whom, these places
were named and mapped have been located.10 In the absence of archival
records specific to Towarri, this section looks at exploration in the
surrounding area which commenced in earnest during the 1820s.

Exploration parties dispatched at the request of the government
were to gradually record and quantify the land’s major features.The first
explorers and surveyors in the Upper Hunter were Allan Cunningham in
1823, Henry Dangar in 1824, Robert Dixon in 1831 and Thomas Mitchell
in 1831.

In 1823,Allan Cunningham set out from Bathurst in search of
a route over the Liverpool Range to the rich plains that lay beyond,
which John Oxley, the English-born pioneer, surveyor and explorer, had
discovered and named in 1818. Cunningham was unable to locate a passable
route, but during the course of his expedition he came upon creeks and
mountains in the vicinity of what is now Towarri National Park.
He journeyed across the Merriwa, Halls and Wybong creeks before

reaching a place known today as The Lookout, located at the foot of
Mount Tinagroo.11 From there he headed in a southerly direction until
stopped by the mountains to the north.12

No doubt the Wonnarua observed the white explorer and his party,
or located the material evidence they had left behind. Cunningham does
not mention whether he encountered any Aboriginal people. However,
it was clearly an Aboriginal landscape he observed, with plentiful game
foods and ‘toe notches cut for tree climbing’, which suggested a ‘very
recent presence in large numbers’.13 During the years that followed,

A  H I S T O R Y  O F  T O W A R R I  

When the kangaroos and wallabies became aware of their hunters and
attempted to flee, the hunters further startled them with loud cries, then
speared and captured them in nets. Other meat foods such as bandicoot,
snake, lizard, emu and opossum were enjoyed. Opossums provided not
only meat; other parts of the animal were utilised for clothing, tools and
body ornamentation. Opossum skin was fashioned and worn as cloaks,
with individual skins being sewn together with sinew. Skins were used
to swaddle infants, and a girdle of spun opossum hair was worn next to
the skin by older members of the group for warmth.

A variety of roots were gathered, including that of the waterlily, and
various fish species were caught using nets and spears.8 Women were
often engaged in these activities, and they instructed the children. Children
were taught from an early age how to catch fish, gather roots, dig for
yams, hunt small mammals and find grubs. Campfires were also tended
by the women, with the children helping by gathering wood.

Women of the Wonnarua, like most women in Aboriginal communities,
attended to much of the preparation and cooking of food. Generally, meat
foods were roasted. Unless the skin or feathers were required, the animal
would be seared over a fire until the flesh was exposed, then bedded down
in the fire and covered with hot coals and fresh wood. Sometime later the
animal would be removed and a cavity made and filled with grass in order
to create steam and ensure that the flesh was cooked evenly.The meat was
eaten hot, with certain parts of the animal reserved for specific members
of the group. Children were not permitted to eat certain kinds of animals,
and the same applied to women at different times. Some meat foods, such
as flying foxes, were regarded as great delicacies. Dingo was the preserve
of older males, and emus and black snakes were only for significant people
within the group.

To assist in the collection of food, the Wonnarua carried various
implements crafted from natural materials including timber, stone and
shell. Knives were often made of flint or shell and used to skin and joint
animals.A burragan, or boomerang made from hardwood, was used to hunt
ducks and other birdlife.Also made from wood, the koka or koola-man
bowl was used for carrying water and a range of other foods.Amongst
the other items were mogo, or hatchets, buakul, bags made of swamp grass,
and fishing nets known as turrila.The Wonnarua also had buba, canoes
made from a single large piece of bark.

The children of the Wonnarua enjoyed play and delighted in mimicking
adult behaviour.They often danced their own corroborees and played
a variety of games.As they grew older, boys spent more time with the
men and at a certain age were initiated into manhood. The ceremony
accompanying a boy’s progression into manhood, the boorool, was of
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other explorers and surveyors would record their interactions with the
Wonnarua and Aboriginal people from surrounding language groups.
Surveyor Henry Dangar was one such man.

Encountering Aboriginal people
In 1821, John Oxley recommended Henry Dangar to the position of
Assistant Surveyor.Assuming the post, Dangar become occupied with
surveying the Hunter region in the following year.This work was to
engage him for several years. Late in 1824, Dangar and his party crossed
a creek which, unbeknown to the Wonnarua, he named Dart Brook.
Just near the headwaters of Warrah Creek the party were approached by
about fifteen Aboriginal people.They showed no fear of the surveyor’s
small party. Dangar’s perception was that the Aborigines had not seen
white men before, as they exhibited great surprise at the items they were
shown. Dangar may be correct, for following initial contact in the Upper
Hunter, curiosity was quickly replaced by fear, suspicion and hostility.
Generally, amity between Aborigines and white people deteriorated
rapidly. Even during the encounter Dangar described, something occurred
to arouse concern, for the natives left the party’s camp in a less amiable
manner than that in which they had arrived. Fearing for his and his party’s
safety, Dangar decided to keep watch throughout the night. Several native
fires burned nearby. Fortunately, the night was spent peacefully.14

Some days later, Dangar reached the headwaters of the newly named
Dart Brook and set off in a south-westerly direction to make camp along-
side what is known today as Wybong Creek (Dangar’s ‘Lammoran Brook’).
The following day the party reached the crest of the Liverpool Range,
whereupon they ‘were near being cut off and annihilated by the natives’.15

In December 1824, The Australian published an account of the expedition
and the misadventure that befell Dangar and his men:

From Dart Brook they proceeded on to the Liverpool Plains, across the

dividing range which separates the waters of Hunter’s River from the waters

of the Western country. On the borders of these they met with a large body

of natives, in number, they suppose, about one hundred and fifty, by whom

they were attacked unawares:- one of their party (which only consisted of

four) having been struck by a spear in the head, before they knew that the

natives were near them. They, however, rallied and made front for about

three hours, when they were obliged to decamp leaving their pack horse

with all their provisions, clothes and cooking implements in the hands of

the enemy, who being content with their booty, allowed the party to proceed

without further molestation. Some shots were fired, but without effect.16

A  H I S T O R Y  O F  T O W A R R I  

An early map of the
County of Brisbane, NSW,
showing the locations of
significant mountain peaks
on the Liverpool Range,
creeks, pastoral stations
and fledgling towns.
From a copy of W.H.Wells
A Geographical Dictionary
or Gazetteer of the
Australian Colonies, 1848,
held in the Mitchell Library,
State Library of NSW.
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Dixon concludes by saying that on the Range he and his party had
encountered ‘five bushrangers and Black Jin’.19 During the 1830s,
bushrangers were prevalent in the Hunter region.Typically, bushrangers
were runaway convict servants who turned their attention to plundering
livestock, firearms, ammunition and various other goods.They often
roamed in gangs, and it was not uncommon for them to be accompanied
by Aboriginal women who had been abducted and held captive for sexual
purposes. In 1830 the tracking skills of three Aboriginal men led the
police to capture bushrangers in the Hunter region.The men may have
cooperated with the police to avenge the kidnapping of their women.
For their efforts, the Aboriginal men were each ‘rewarded’ with a medal.
Conversely, Hugh McDonald, a local overseer who took part in the eight-
week search for the bandits, was given a grant of 640 acres (259 hectares).20

Sharing a camp
Despite the pressures that came with the office of Surveyor General,
Thomas Mitchell set out on his first expedition in 1831 in search of the
mythical Kindur River. By early December, Mitchell and his party were
quite near Segenhoe, the estate of Thomas Potter Macqueen, located to
the south of the region. Macqueen (1791–1854) was widely known in
the colony. He had a reputation for being ‘selfish in the extreme, dissolute’
and extravagant. In 1824 he was promised a grant of 20 000 acres (8100
hectares).21 By April 1826, Macqueen’s agent, Peter Macintyre, had selected
Segenhoe. Macqueen finally visited his estate in 1834 but was forced to
sell in 1837 because of escalating debt.22

Mitchell was keen to secure assistance from an Aboriginal guide from
Macqueen’s estate, yet he observed that European occupation of the Hunter
had already affected the local Aboriginal population and that ‘the natives
had almost all disappeared from the valley of the Hunter’.23 Mitchell was
therefore unable to obtain any Aboriginal assistance, and had cause to reflect
on how Aboriginal people had responded to white invasion. His comments
reveal that Aborigines were reluctant to engage with white people and seldom
visited a farm or cattle station unless they received appropriate encourage-
ment. The Aboriginal people who were able to interpret white people’s
expressions were, Mitchell thought, able to enjoy that ‘happy state of security,
enjoyed by all men under the protection of our laws’.24 This idealised reading
of Aboriginal people’s rights under British law was likely influenced by the
emerging recognition during the 1830s in Britain and New South Wales of
native title and use rights over pastoral land.25 As we shall learn, the reality
for the Wonnarua was fundamentally different.
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The white intruders were unaware of the elaborate protocols that Aboriginal
people maintained governing land and its management.Aboriginal people
belonged to their country and expected their ownership to be respected.
Rights, such as access to land, were to be negotiated.The invaders, however,
were bound by their own cultural traditions and had no sense of
Aboriginal ownership of land. They journeyed across Aboriginal peoples’
country oblivious to the complex system of land tenure that existed. For
Aboriginal people it was incomprehensible that the invaders should travel
across their country without some form of exchange.As James Miller
points out, they ‘demanded as a right some of the intruding white man’s
artefacts, such as blankets, nets and axes’.17 In those rare instances where
the invaders engaged in some form of exchange with Aboriginal people,
there is little evidence of theft or violence. Rather, they found that they
were afforded valuable assistance in coming to know their adopted country.

It is unlikely that at this stage the Aboriginal people of the Upper
Hunter saw these white visitors as a threat to their culture and livelihood.
Though communication between language groups would have ensured
that intelligence about the white invaders circulated well in advance
of their presence.The incident involving Dangar and his party reflects
fundamental misapprehensions regarding property and rights that in
subsequent years were to characterise black white relations in the region
generally. In the same area some years later,Assistant Surveyor Robert
Dixon was to face altogether different problems when he was ordered
to trace sections of the Liverpool Range.

Impossible to trace
In January 1831, at the request of the Surveyor General,Thomas Mitchell,
Assistant Surveyor Robert Dixon set out for the Liverpool Range.Although
Dixon does not specifically mention Mount Towarri or Tinagroo, his written
accounts of the experiences he and his party had in the area illuminate the
difficulties posed by such intractable country. By February, Dixon reported
that he had recorded angles from various hills in the area east of Mount
Tinagroo. Dixon warned Mitchell that progress was extremely slow.
In correspondence to Mitchell in March he complained:

… the mountains are of such a broken nature it is impossible to trace them

in many places, and utterly impossible to get the pack horses near them,

we are obliged to carry our provisions and blankets on our backs, the top

of the range is covered with thick heavy timber and scrub, and the surface

consists of large detached stones.18
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The white settlers arrive: 1820–1860

Early in the morning the measured music of a distant axe might sometimes float down the hillside;

a remote cattle bell tinkered lazily all day long … and at night the low monotonous cry of the curlew

or the sudden scream of an animal in pain echoed along the creek.

H A V E L O C K  E L L I S ,  F R O M  H I S  K A N G A  C R E E K ,  A N  A U S T R A L I A N  I D Y L L , I N  G E O F F R E Y  D U T T O N ’ S

K A N G A  C R E E K :  H A V E L O C K  E L L I S  I N  A U S T R A L I A 1

From the 1820s, white people travelled to the Upper Hunter district
hoping to secure good grazing country. Fuelled by the international
demand for wool, by 1825 the upper reaches of the Hunter River were
occupied ‘with the beginnings of the great pastoral estates … strung along
the river from Merton to Segenhoe’.2 Indeed, by 1826 the Hunter was
fully stocked and in danger of being eaten out.3 During the remaining
years of the decade, white settlers moved north towards the Liverpool
Range, in part enticed by Dangar’s well-publicised descriptions of the
‘rich flat … thinly timbered country’ around Dart Brook and Kingdon
Ponds.4 Several grants were taken up along the creek frontages in the
Upper Hunter.

In May 1829, the estate of Cressfield was established by Archibald
Little, just north of his brother Francis’s earlier grant named Invermein.
Statur, a large grant centred on Middle Brook, was established by the Littles’
uncle, Dr William Carlyle, in 1825. To the east of the park, Edward Sparke
in 1827 was granted land along the creek that today still bears his surname.
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Continuing northward, Mitchell and his men made camp along the upper
reaches of Kingdon Ponds, which he described as a ‘broad pool, deep
enough to bathe in about 11 kilometres from Burning Mountain at
Wingen.26 A few days later the party reached the valley to the north of
Mount Murulla where Mitchell camped. Deciding to investigate the valley
he rode westward and happened upon a group of Aborigines on Dart
Brook. Later the same day, one of the group entered the explorer’s camp
and Mitchell asked about the interior country to the west.That evening
an Aboriginal man from the Liverpool Range visited the party’s camp.
Mitchell presented the man with a tobacco pipe and in return was able
to gain his consent to guide the party across the range.

The following day the party set off, negotiating their passage across the
range through a pass known to local Aborigines as Hecknaduey. The pass
proved too steep for the party and they were forced to select another route
to enable the safe passage of the bullocks and carts. Finally they reached
the bank of a watercourse known to the Aborigines as Currungai.
At Currungai the party established camp with some Aborigines from
Dart Brook who had crossed the range ahead of them to tend to some
members of their group suffering from smallpox. Mitchell said, ‘we found
the helpless creatures, stretched on their backs, beside the water, under the
shade of the wattle or mimosa trees, to avoid the intense heat of the sun.’
He further records that the Aborigines were ‘strangers in the land’, adding
that detachment from traditional country had had a discernible effect on
their demeanour.27 Outside of their traditional country, Mitchell observed,
they had none of the pride and confidence that characterised the behaviour
of Aborigines he met within their country. In Mitchell’s mind their alien
status and ‘utter ignorance of the country’ rendered them forlorn.

Mitchell’s observations are interesting, for they reveal an awareness of
the distress that dispossession had caused in the Upper Hunter. Yet the
mindset with which he and his contemporaries viewed Aboriginal people
was a tangled blend of cultural concepts that were ill-suited to the actual
experience of the people Mitchell called his ‘old friends’.28 This deep
ambivalence affected all aspects of white thinking regarding Aboriginal
people. Real experiences continued to defy conventional understandings,
leaving black– white relations inadequately defined.

A pencil sketch of
Dr Archibald Little’s property
by Conrad Martens.
Undated, but probably drawn
in 1862 when Martens
was visiting the area.
Original held by the
Mitchell Library,
State Library of NSW.
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Murrawin group, centred on the Pages River to the north-west, likewise
continued to enjoy access to much of their country.12

So on some white properties Aboriginal people could still frequent
old camp sites and collect seasonal foods. They interacted with white people
yet were not reliant on them. They shared their knowledge of wild foods
and often assisted settlers with shepherding, tracking and clearing the land
in exchange for goods they deemed desirable. The Wonnarua did daily
chores like carting wood and water in return for tobacco or corn.13

Some white people, such as Francis Little, recognised how helpful some
European goods were to Aboriginal people and urged the government
to provide blankets and tomahawks.14

But not all white people were willing to accommodate Aboriginal
people on what they believed was legally their land. Despite the British
law which stated that ‘any act of Injustice or wanton Cruelty to the
Natives’ was forbidden, and that even when the settler’s life or property
was threatened, ‘effectual’ and ‘most humane’ means were to be employed,15

much blood was shed.The Wonnarua were not passive victims of
dispossession, however. Rather, they defended their land according to
carefully conceived and implemented plans shaped by their own laws
and customs.16 The Wonnarua uprising of 1826 was one such example.

Fighting for country
Late in 1825 the Wonnarua conferred with the Wiradjuri people around
Mudgee, who had led an uprising during the previous year that had
resulted in the declaration of martial law at Bathurst.17 When several
attacks occurred in the southern part of the Hunter Valley, and recently
established properties around Scone were raided in 1826 – including
Francis Little’s Invermein – white people demanded official protection.
In the meantime, settlers took the law into their own hands, organising
devastating retaliatory expeditions.

In defending their land the Wonnarua evolved a range of strategic
responses which posed a serious threat to the invaders’ life and property.
Through careful observation,Aboriginal people were able to gather
intelligence on Europeans and became quickly aware of the economic
importance of the settlers’ property. Livestock and horses were killed, and
dwellings and crops were torched. Their superior knowledge of the country
gave the Wonnarua a distinct advantage, as was the case following the raids
on maize crops around Scone, when Aboriginal people ‘took up a strong
position’ and ‘rolled rocks and stones’ down upon the pursuing party,
forcing them to withdraw.18 The government responded by sending
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Likewise, land granted to Henry Kiernan in 1828 along a creek to the
east of Mount Towarri was to become Kiernans Creek.5 Dr Joseph Docker
established Thornthwaite in the 1830s. However, it was Stephen Coxen
and his younger brother Charles who, in the late 1820s and 1830s, would
acquire large tracts of land that eventually stretched up Thompson’s Creek
towards Mount Tinagroo.6 By 1828 over 1.5 million acres (607 500 hectares)
of land had been granted in the Hunter River and Port Stephens districts.7

Of this area just over 33 000 acres (13 365 hectares) were either cleared or
cultivated, and significant numbers of sheep, cattle and horses grazed.8

Many of the early settlers were probably apprehensive of Aboriginal
people. Elsewhere in the Hunter, violent clashes between white people
and the Wonnarua had occurred by this time. In the Upper Hunter
there was both cooperation and conflict. Some white people befriended
Aboriginal people and learned about their culture and landscape; others
were uninterested and avoided contact, still others forcibly drove Aborigines
from their land and considered them mortal enemies.

Amity and outrage
When zoologist John Gould visited Stephen Coxen’s Yarrandi station
in 1839, he commented that the Upper Hunter tribes were ‘extremely
harmless and well disposed’.9 Gould actively collected bird specimens
while at Yarrandi, and on his excursions on foot and on horseback he
was expertly assisted in locating a large variety of birds and eggs by two
Aboriginal men, Larry and Jemmy.10 Yarrandi, reputedly meaning ‘place
of possums’, suggests that settlement did not translate into an immediate
shortage of traditional foods for the indigenous population.And while it
is contended that the use of Aboriginal language for property and place
names was a form of appropriation, it could also illustrate an exchange of
information based around a shared interest in land.There is evidence that
Stephen Coxen developed relationships with Aboriginal people that went
beyond that of employer – employee. John Bungarie, an Aboriginal boy in
Coxen’s employ, was educated with Coxen’s own son in Sydney.While at
school he distinguished himself academically, and later, following Coxen’s
death, forged a career in the native police in Queensland.11

Francis Little of Invermein interacted with the Wonnarua and provided
the government with information about the people he had observed. In
1828 Little explained that two ‘tribes or families’ lived in the Scone district,
the Tullong and the Murrawin.These were no doubt Wonnarua families.
During this time the Tullong family group, of about 40 people, maintained
their traditional attachment to country around Dart Brook and continued
to access an important camping ground on Coxen’s Yarrandi station.The
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a precarious blend of gathering what traditional foods they could,
supplemented by white foodstuffs earned in exchange for labour. Introduced
disease was another factor that devastated the Wonnarua – a smallpox and
syphilis that had marked impact on their numbers.25

Government blanket issues at Scone, Murrurundi,Aberdeen and
Segenhoe give some indication of the number of Aboriginal people in
these areas during the early 1840s. In 1841 it is recorded that 47 people
received blankets.The following year some 66 people did, and in 1843
blankets were distributed to 71 people.26 The annual incremental increase
in the number of Aboriginal people receiving blankets does not mean
that the Aboriginal population in the area was growing. It indicates, rather,
that blankets were useful to Aboriginal people and that they made a point
of acquiring them.

Despite the devastating impact of colonialism, the Wonnarua evolved
viable living communities around Dungog, Maitland, Scone, Paterson,
Singleton,Wollombi and Muswellbrook.27

A landscape in transition 
As more white people moved to the Upper Hunter, small villages
and townships were established. During the 1830s the villages of
Muswellbrook and Scone were proclaimed, and local stores, inns, post
offices and hospitals appeared. In 1840 the village of Murrurundi was
officially proclaimed and the first land sales in the area were held. By
1848 the township boasted a courthouse, two inns, a slab-built Catholic
church, a couple of brick cottages and several bark huts.28 Churches of
varying denominations were established in Scone and surrounding towns.
Schools were opened, and rudimentary roads connected places across
the landscape. In 1848 the population of the County of Brisbane was
estimated to be 1406.The county was carrying 1332 sheep, 11 125 head
of cattle, 211 pigs and 174 969 sheep.29 By 1856 the population of the
County of Brisbane had risen to 3325, with the population of nearby
Murrurundi just over 900.30
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troops to suppress the violence. Outrages continued, however, and
additional firepower was dispatched. For several months the valley was
in turmoil.19 Aboriginal people were hunted and brutishly shot.

In September 1826, several prominent landholders of the Hunter River
region had written to Governor Darling expressing their concern that
soldiers sent to protect them and their property had been withdrawn
from the area.The settlers feared that if protection was recalled they faced
exposure to the ‘revenge and depredation of these infuriated and savage
people’.20 Darling, in his response to the landholders, appeared somewhat
irritated and expressed a general reluctance to defend absentee landowners.
He asserted, ‘not one of the whole number was on the spot when the
outrages alluded took place, or has had an opportunity of ascertaining
the particulars of the facts you represent.’21 The Governor considered
the most effective response would be to ‘unite to take Measures for
Your own defence’.
Aboriginal resistance to white occupation was eventually crushed,
despite significant tactical innovations and collective effort on the part
of the Wonnarua. Shortly after the last band of troops were sent to the
area, their commander was able to boast that a state of ‘perfect tranquillity’
had been attained.22

Surviving
Ultimately, the Wonnarua survived. Some sought refuge in marginal areas
such as the largely unoccupied, broken country in the shadow of the
Liverpool Range, while others formed alliances with supportive settlers.
Even by that time, accounts claimed that some Aboriginal people had
not encountered white people. The Scone Advocate reported that in 1826
a Geawegal man had had his first encounter with a white man near the
present-day town of Murrurundi. Upon seeing the white man he had
been convinced he had encountered the devil-devil and had run up
a tree in great alarm.When the white man dismounted from his horse,
he was even more frightened, imagining that the horse and man had
been one being. Finally the Aboriginal man concluded he had seen
a long-deceased ancestor who had returned to life.23

By the 1830s, the settlers’ impact on the natural environment of the
Hunter Valley was already apparent.24 With the clearance of land, wild foods
became less freely available. Moreover, the settlers took up land along the
river and creek frontages.The Wonnarua depended not only on access to
these waterways but to the hills and valleys surrounding them. Seasonal
patterns of food collection were disrupted, and it was becoming increasingly
difficult for the Wonnarua to exist solely on wild foods. Existence became
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Consolidating ownership: 1860 –1900

Unlock! Unlock! Throw open wide, the portals of your land,

Let all enjoy those blessings given by an all bounteous hand,

Let all your voices clamorous rend Australia’s sunny sky –

Selection, Free Selection let it ever be your cry.1

The period between 1860 and 1900 saw unprecedented change in the
Hunter region.A growing population and increasing levels of wealth
accelerated the demand for new services.Towns in the region flourished.
Rail links were established and by 1872 the line had reached as far as
Murrurundi.Wide areas of forest were converted to grassland, and
agriculture was generally intensified. During the 1860s the practice
of ringbarking became commonplace and by the 1880s the use of wire
fencing was widespread.2 The Wonnarua landscape took on a different
shape – the shape of a white economy. It was clear white people were
here to stay.

Reform to land legislation came in 1861 with the passing of the
Robertson’s Land Acts. Under the Acts, any person over two years of age
could purchase between 40 and 300 acres (16 and 122 hectares) for twenty
shillings per acre, providing a deposit of 25 per cent was paid and the
balance was paid within several years.There was fierce opposition to the
legislation and existing landholders were determined to maintain their
stranglehold over land.Violence, dummying and bribery were commonly
used to deter would-be selectors.As Michael Cannon argues, ‘Immediately
he sighted selectors on his run, a squatter might set his dogs on them,
stampede cattle through their midst, or even burn them out. Selectors
were often forced to flee, returning at night to peg out their section and
begin building a hut, after which they could demand (but not always
receive) legal protection.’ 3

Much of the land within and surrounding what is now Towarri National
Park was taken up during this period, with selectors usually applying for
acreages along the creek lines. Many of the original selections formed the
properties we know today as Glen Murray,Willowdene, Braeside and
The Basin. Glen Murray was formed when Hugh Brian Murray selected
100 acres (40 hectares) near the head of Middle Brook in January 1862.
Much like other selectors, as circumstances improved, additional acreage
was applied for. During the 1870s the Murray family 

A map of the County of
Brisbane published in the

Atlas of the Settled Counties
of New South Wales,

Baush & Co., Sydney, c. 1875.
Taken from a copy held in the
Mitchell Library, State Library

of New South Wales.
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Middle Creek in 1862, he was permitted to cultivate between 15 and
18 acres (6 and 7 hectares).Timber provided another income stream.
Hardwoods and red cedar grew on Glen Murray. Some was sold and some
was used for furnishings. Paul Murray, whose great-great-grandfather was
the original selector, remembered that there were two small mills on the
property in the very early days. ‘They used the cedar for various things
in the house,’ he recalls. ‘My grandfather had bullock teams, and I have
seen photographs of him driving the teams hauling logs.’ 5 Many settlers
along the creeks also planted orchards.To establish such areas involved
considerable labour.

Large areas of land were cleared for pasture, cropping and other
purposes. Portion plans of selections during the 1870s and 1880s
show that vast areas of land were ringbarked. Portion 127, which is
the northernmost part of what is now the national park, was surveyed
in April 1917.The surveyor recorded that an area of some 1000 acres
(405 hectares) of gum had been ringbarked. Selectors in the area were
reputedly still ‘improving the gifts which the gods have given’, and ‘so
conscientiously and thoroughly [had] the work been performed in the
way of clearing &c., that an inhabitant of the district of say 80 years ago,
would scarcely recognise that which at that time, could have been little
else than a very Sylvan wilderness’.6 Clearing was a job of primary
importance to selectors.With only small areas of land, frequently the
entire acreage was required for production if the selection was to be
viable.Trees were considered to compete for water and cast shade which
inhibited pasture, so they were either ringbarked or felled using saws or
axes. Officially, clearing was considered an improvement and validated
the selector’s tenure.

Selectors agitated for other forms of improvement.Trafficable roads
were a necessity.As was the case in other parts of New South Wales,
the development of infrastructure lagged behind settlement and selectors
were often cut off from local townships and markets as existing thorough-
fares failed to cope with the increase in traffic. In 1888, selectors around
Dart Brook, Sparkes Creek, Kiernans Creek and Wybong Creek complained
bitterly about the state of the roads they were dependant on. In wet
weather the roads were nothing more than an ‘impassable bog’.7 Culverts
were urgently needed, and ruts and trees had to be cleared.The population
at the time was put at over 200, with about 40 to 50 bona fide 1000-acre
(405-hectare) selections.8 The selectors determined that their contribution
to the economy was not insignificant – combined they grazed over 40
000 sheep – and they hoped this was enough political leverage to secure
better roads. Education was another important consideration.
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acquired nine blocks, bringing their total holding to 998 acres (404 hectares).
Willowdene started off as a block of 40 acres (16 hectares), selected in
February 1866 by Robert Gray. The block was situated almost opposite
the junction of Kelly’s Creek with Middle Brook. In 1879 this block and
an additional one to the west was transferred to James Barwick. Barwick
held the property for several years before selling it to Stuart Cyril Hayne.
In September 1950 the property was sold to Alexander Henderson, by
which time it consisted of over 400 acres (162 hectares).The original
selection of 100 acres (40 hectares) that today forms part of Braeside was
taken up by George Hopper Junior in October 1868. By the end of 1885,
Hopper had built up his holding considerably with the addition of thirteen
blocks, totalling 780 acres (316 hectares).The Basin, situated at the head
of Middle Brook, was first selected by William Sladden Junior in January
1869. Six more blocks had been added to Sladden’s holdings by 1884.
Other selectors who held land in the area included Archibald Little,
John Joseph Walsh,Thomas Walsh, Sarah and Matilda Hall, and David
and George Hall.

A selector’s life
In the 1880s, James Fuller, his wife and children moved to the head of
Dry Creek, taking up land previously selected by John Farram and Joe
Wilkinson.The Fullers set about building themselves a home from timber
that they cut and dressed on the property.

Establishing a property was not without challenges. New selectors not
only feared reprisals from pastoralists, they also struggled to come to terms
with an unfamiliar environment.As one settler in the Upper Hunter
wrote, the land had very different moods and there were all manner of
novelties to consider:

… the vagaries of climate, irregular rains, the effects of strong sunlight on

plant life, the limitations of native pastures, how to plough and cultivate

stiff clay soils, to sow and reap in new ways, to put in fallow crops, to cope

with the destructiveness of white ants, dry rot, caterpillar and grasshopper

plagues, to use natural materials like the bark of kurrajongs or stringybark

for making rope, and to burn off rank grasses in winter to encourage sweet

new growth. 4

Running stock was often not sufficient to support a family, so selectors
had to engage in other agricultural activities or supplement their income
with paid work on other properties.When Denis Hanley Murray took up
his conditional purchase of 100 acres (40 hectares) along the bank of

James Fuller (1826 –1926),
Pearl Wilson’s grandfather,

who took up land on
Dry Creek in the early 1880s.

The Fullers’ property
was called The Nest.

Photo courtesy Pearl Wilson.
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(or Thompsons) Creek, just west of Towarri National Park, where
Havelock Ellis spent a year teaching in 1878. Ellis documented his
experience in his only novel, Kanga Creek, written some eight years
after he left Sparkes Creek and published in 1922. Other accounts of
Ellis’s experience at Sparkes Creek survive in his autobiography and diary.

Upon arrival at Sparkes Creek, Ellis was afforded two nights, temporary
accommodation at the Ashfords’ property in what he described as
cramped and uncomfortable conditions. John Ashford, the owner of
Daffodil, was a long-time resident of Sparkes Creek.A correspondent for
the Scone Advocate visited the Ashfords’ property in the late 1880s, yet he
remembered it quite differently to Ellis, as the following quote reveals:

The holding presents an extremely clean appearance, which is quite

refreshing to the eyes used to country covered with fallen timber and

rubbish as, alas, is too often the case on almost all bush properties

one comes across in these lazy times … [T]he run proper is divided

into several large paddocks, and close to the family dwelling – by the

way an old-fashioned yet withal a comfortable one – are at least

half a dozen  small enclosures.11

After his two nights at Daffodil, Ellis was informed by both the Ashfords
and the Barwicks, who also owned property in the area, that they were
unable to further accommodate him. Dispirited, he set off towards the
rudimentary schoolhouse that was to become his home.

I saw for myself that there was no alternative. So I put on my tall silk hat

and took up my little bag – one of the Barwick brothers brought out my

big box of clothes and books in due course – and went my lonely way to

the schoolhouse. I felt very forlorn. Now at last I was completely adrift,

altogether, it seemed, cut off from civilisation. I felt like a lost child,

and my eyes, as I walked, smarted painfully with unshed tears.12
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Educating the children
From the 1880s, when primary education became compulsory, schooling
became an important feature of life in rural communities. Frequently,
however, enrolments and attendance fluctuated dramatically as selectors
called upon their children’s labour.Typically, children worked around
the farm as soon as they were able, gathering eggs, mustering, milking
cows, gardening, running errands and feeding the animals.This practice
continued well into the twentieth century, and in many instances children,
especially boys, received limited formal education.

Under the watchful gaze of District School Inspectors from the
Department of Public Instruction, schools were monitored for attendance,
and it was not unusual for schools to be closed if attendances fell in number.
Children of the settlers living in the area now encompassed by Towarri
National Park attended schools located on Middle Creek (Middle Brook).
The Middle Creek schools were typical of the many bush schools

throughout the district and suffered from various misfortunes while
operational.The first school was established on Middle Creek in 1872
and its status changed variously from a provisional school to a public
school to a half-time school to a provisional school and finally to a half-
time school again around the time of its closure in 1904.* A provisional
school was again opened on Middle Brook in 1920 and operated until
1924. In 1925 until November 1926 it was operated as a half-time school
with Toloogan.9 Within the County of Brisbane there were schools located
at Segenhoe, Dart Brook, Dry Creek, Cuan, Cliffdale, Sandy Creek,
Parkville,Wingen, Scone, Murrurundi and Belltrees. Perhaps best known
of all were the two part-time schools at Sparkes Creek and Junction

The former site of the Sparkes
Creek School and residence.

The building was sold
to Walter Barwick in 1918,

who dismantled it and re-erected
it on his property to use

as a shearing shed.
The school bell was given to

Thornthwaite Church.
Photo (c. 1990)

courtesy Ruth Logan.

* The differences between provisional, half-time and public schools are as follows. Provisional schools were

established where there were at least fifteen pupils, but no more than 25, which was the number required

for a public school. In the 1880s the number was reduced to twelve, then from 1898 reduced again to ten.

The school building and furniture was provided by the pupils’ parents, while the teacher’s salary, books

and other equipment were provided by the government. Half-time schools first emerged in 1867 to provide

education for children in isolated rural areas.A total of twenty enrolments, ten at each school, was required.

However, this number was reduced in 1898 to sixteen. By 1908 no enrolment number was specified. Itinerant

teachers were employed to work at both half-time schools and would, depending on the distance between

each school, spend an equal time at each school every week. In 1880, twenty enrolments were needed for

the establishment of a public school.These schools were the basic elementary school in the State system.10

The children of James and
Sarah Barwick, from
Summer Hill on Kiernans
Creek, commenced their walk
to school along a track over
the hills to the right of this
photograph.The tree in
the foreground is a red cedar.
Photo (c.1970) courtesy
Ruth Logan.
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point where the path crossed it leading to Ashford’s farm. It was built of

rough-hewn slabs, letting in the air at places and had a shingled roof, though

the chinks of which at night I could see the stars … The house consisted of

two rooms – each, however, having a small portion partitioned off at its back

part – with separate doors onto a verandah in front. The front room on the

right was the schoolroom; it contained the usual large open fireplace with

a broad chimney; and it was supplied with a table and rough school forms

and desks. The other room was for the teacher’s use and contained nothing

but a makeshift bed, formed by a framework of four poles supporting two

sacks and resting on four legs which were so insecurely attached that

occasionally the whole structure would collapse during the night …

Otherwise there were no necessaries or conveniences whatever, beyond

a little shed outside for a privy.16

Ellis’s annual salary, including fees received from parents, amounted to
£110. Of this amount he spent £40 on provisions such as flour, tea,
sugar and preserved meat and fish.This high expense, he explained,
was partly to do with the cost of grocery items but also because he
endeavoured to do as little cooking as possible.17 The schoolmaster’s
milk and bread and an occasional peach pie or the like were supplied
by the Barwick family, whose children he taught.

Residents in the district were often concerned that their children were
not easily able to access education. In February 1881, residents of Dry
Creek requested that a separate school be established, since their children
were travelling quite some distances to attend the school at Middle Creek.
The Department determined that there was no necessity for an additional
school, ‘but that if a new school had to be built it should be placed in
a more central position.’18 Over the next few years, local residents failed
to agree on a convenient location for the school. Given the stalemate the
District School Inspector was requested to visit the area and select a site.
After meeting with the heads of local settler families, the Inspector reported
that new buildings on another site were not required, as no better site
could be found.19

In the early 1890s, two half-time schools, one at Upper Middle Creek
and another at Lower Middle Creek, were proposed by local residents.
Joshua Bowd, John O’Neill, Denis H. Murray,Thomas Harney, Ellen Daily
and others prepared an application for the establishment of the schools.
The number of children proposed to attend the two schools totalled 27:
eighteen boys and nine girls.Yet the application came to nothing. In 1895
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The period that Ellis spent at Sparkes Creek, despite its isolation and
loneliness, was to have a profound influence on the rest of his life.
During the year he grew to become ‘very fairly comfortable’ with
himself and the landscape that surrounded him, but he, like many
Europeans, initially found the country uninspiring.

The two schools are separated from each other by a mountain range,

which I generally have very hard work to climb, though it doesn’t leave

any bad effects and I feel perfectly fresh half an hour afterwards.

The scenery is rather fine, but monotonous, that is the great fault in

colonial scenery … and then there is generally so little water that

great essential to the picturesque.13

In his autobiography, Ellis’s account of the landscape around Mount
Tinagroo is more complimentary, though suffused with isolation.
Mount Tinagroo itself is given a silent, menacing quality.

I started on my walk across the range of hills which separated me from

Junction Creek. The aspects of Nature were my only source of interest,

beyond my own thoughts for there was no human dwelling within sight

all the way, and I cannot recall ever having met a single person during all

my year’s walks. Yet it was a varied and delightful walk of which I never

grew tired, and while I was often absorbed in my own thoughts I was also

always alive to the visions of beauty that were spread before my gaze.

Several aspects of that walk still flash before my inner eye. There was the

clump of apple-gums with the delicious soft grey trunks … there were

again the twin hills, rounded with large gracious curves between them …

In my hut I was almost beneath the shadow of another hill, indeed, a real

mountain, which imparted no such pleasing emotions; gloomy and menacing,

at night it seemed to be pressing and crushing me down, and I may perhaps

trace to it the repulsion I feel towards mountains.14

Ellis taught about 30 pupils from surrounding properties, many of whom
were girls.At Middle Brook there were also about 30 pupils enrolled,
though attendances averaged around 23.15 Alternating between schools
each week, he would spend three days at Sparkes Creek and two days at
Junction Creek. He lived in a timber cottage of two main rooms. One
room was used for lessons and the other was for Ellis’s personal use.

The schoolhouse, surrounded by a rail-fence of the usual Australian bush sort,

was situated a hundred yards or so on the slope above the creek – which was

most often a mere string of pools though sometimes a raging torrent – at the

Mount Tinagroo from a creek
crossing at Willowdene,
which was owned by the
Hayne family at the time.
Photo (c. 1950s) courtesy
Ruth Logan.

Taken from the rear of
the Bell family home on
The Junction. Priscilla and
Jethro Bell were married in
1857 had thirteen children.
The family’s school-age
children walked to school
at Sparkes Creek.
Photo (c. 1996) courtesy
Ruth Logan.
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Life for Aboriginal people
With large areas of their traditional country having been fenced, cleared,
grazed and cropped, irrevocably changing the natural environment,
the Wonnarua essentially lost use of their land. Even hilly, more marginal
areas to which the Wonnarua had once been able to withdraw were
appropriated as the imprint of white settlement stretched back from
the rivers and creeks.

All the same, while free movement around their country was no longer
possible, the Wonnarua still had choices, albeit restricted ones. Some people
chose to camp on white properties and participate in station work; others
kept their distance and, as much as they could, lived by the old ways.
Alec Hall, former owner of Cressfield, remembered being told by his elderly
aunts about a camp of Aboriginal people on Dry Creek in the late 1800s.

Long before my time, there used to be Aborigines – I don’t know whether they

were full-blooded or half-caste – up in Dry Creek. They had a camp up there.

There could have been half-castes working among the farmhands here, but I

don’t know way back whether they had any full-blooded Aboriginals.24

The Wonnarua continually modified their life and culture as they
were introduced to a range of new opportunities and constraints.Aspects
of traditional cultural life were maintained where possible and ingeniously
adapted to include new situations and possessions. By the 1880s the
Aboriginal population of the Hunter was concentrated around Singleton,
with only a few Aboriginal people living in towns such as Muswellbrook,
Scone and Murrurundi. In 1882 it was estimated that there were 181
Aboriginal people living in the Hunter Valley. Many were employed
throughout the district and able to support themselves with paid
labour supplemented by traditional forms of food collection.25

With the establishment of the Aborigines Protection Board in 1883,
it was still possible for the Wonnarua to maintain a range of different
lifestyles. However, the efforts of missionaries and other individuals who
were committed to ‘improving’Aboriginal peoples’ lives26 would have
a demonstrable effect.Typically,Aboriginal people were encouraged to
relinquish traditional cultural life and adopt European agrarian, moral
and religious ideals.

Part of the Board’s role was to distribute rations. In Singleton, by 1883
a monthly average of about sixteen Aboriginal people were receiving
rations of flour, tea and sugar. In addition to food rations and some clothing,
the Aborigines were provided with farming implements to encourage
their ‘civilisation’ through cultivation.The police in the north-east district,
as agents for the Board, reported that Aborigines within the area were
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the Department of Public Instruction received a letter from Mr. H.W.
Newnham, requesting £20 for the erection of a school on Upper Middle
Creek. The request was refused and locals appealed for the decision to
be reconsidered.20 A part-time school was eventually established. However,
attendances were erratic and the school was forced to close within a few
years of opening. In 1895, over a four-week period, the two schools at
Upper and Lower Middle Creek averaged attendances of twelve and
eleven respectively. In May of the same year, fire destroyed the Upper
Middle Creek School.A police report described the circumstances of
the blaze.

It appears from the evidence, there was a fireplace in the building,

constructed of slabs, which was only protected by a single brick. For the

purpose of keeping the School comfortable for the scholars a fire was kept

in it, and the teacher says, at the time of closing the school he took every

precaution by sweeping the fireplace, and covering the embers with ashes,

notwithstanding a spark must have got between the bricks (or otherwise) to

the slabs unnoticed, smouldered, and ultimately ignited them when the wind

freshened in the evening. The building was of wood, old, and dry as tinder.21

The fire was deemed an accident and the school teacher, Mr Begley,
was freed from blame. Following the fire the Upper Middle Creek school
was operated on a full-time basis. In 1896 the names of the two schools
were changed, as they were considered ‘very long and unsuitable’.22

The use of native names was encouraged, and so the names Tinagroo
and Turry were accepted.

It appears no Aboriginal children attended the Middle Brook schools.
In Singleton, however, where most Aboriginal people had moved to by
1889, education was to become the focus of racial tensions. James Miller
argues that in the early 1880s the schooling of Aboriginal children in the
Hunter Valley was non-existent, except for a few Kooris whom the Board
insisted on calling half-castes.23

This group of people was
photographed at the rear
of Frederick and Sarah

Barwick’s property, Karoona,
on Frederick’s 80th birthday

in 1928. Frederick is seated at
front left with his eldest son,
Alfred, sitting next to him.

This house was opposite
Sparkes Creek School.

Photo courtesy Ruth Logan.
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‘behaving well’ and demonstrating an inclination towards cultivating land.27

Between 1889 and 1896, several Aboriginal reserves were declared in
the Hunter Valley.Two were at Singleton.The first, declared in 1889,
was of 230 acres (93 hectares) and was located about one and a half miles
from the township.This reserve comprised open grazing land and was
unoccupied in 1890 then revoked in 1896.Another reserve, of only
3 acres (1.2 hectares), was situated on the banks of the Hunter River
and dedicated in 1896.The reserve at St Clair, Glennies Creek was
dedicated in July 1890.28 Several Aboriginal families, including those
of Billy Murphy,Albert Murphy and Tom Phillips, lived on the reserve.
These families fenced and cleared the land and supported themselves
with food they grew there.They continued supplementing their diet
where necessary with traditional hunting and gathering. In 1893 an
additional area was dedicated, consisting of 24 acres (10 hectares).
Around this time the Board reported that about seventeen Aboriginal
people were growing maize, pumpkins and potatoes with considerable
skill.29 In addition to the crops and fruit trees that had been planted, pigs,
horses and poultry were kept.The Aboriginal people at St Clair were
considered excellent farmers and their management of the land was
regarded as equal to that of their white neighbours.30 On the reserve,
people lived in comfortable slab huts.These huts had been erected by
Aboriginal men with timber they felled locally. Roofing iron, tools and
nails were provided by the Board.31 While Aboriginal people living at
St Clair did not enjoy security of tenure, they were able to maintain links
to country and achieve a relatively good standard of living.

Aboriginal men at St Clair and elsewhere in the Hunter were generally
employed in work throughout the district.They were involved in fencing,
ringbarking, clearing and scrub burning. Others were employed on stations
and worked as stockmen and shepherds. Many Aboriginal men in the
region distinguished themselves as superb horsemen. Jimmy Crimp,Tommy
Clark,Walter and Jack Sargeant,Albert Widders and Yellow Bob were some
of the men held in high esteem and ‘without peer in the saddle’.32

Aboriginal people made a significant contribution to the pastoral
economy.Working in a range of jobs, they invariably assisted in the
industry’s success through their knowledge of the land and willingness
to work for little or no pay. In some areas they were the only labour
source available to pastoralists, as white workers were unwilling to take
jobs in remote or inhospitable locations.As the rural economy and
policy evolved during the twentieth century, however, Aboriginal people
found there were fewer opportunities for participation in the rural sector.
Increasingly, they were pushed to the margins of white society and their
lives were subject to rising levels of government intervention.

An extract from the map
for the parish of Tingaroo,
1892, showing some of the
area now with Towarri
National Park.
© Land and Property
Information, Panorama
Avenue, Bathurst 2795.
www.lpi.nsw.gov.au
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Changing times: 1900–2000

A frail and tenuous mist lingers on baffled and intricate branches;

Little gilt leaves are still, for quietness holds every bough;

Pools in the muddy road slumber, reflecting indifferent stars;

Steeped in the loveliness of moonlight is earth, and the valleys,

Brimmed up with quiet shadow, with a mist of sleep.

But afar on the horizon rise great pulses of light, 

The hammering of guns, wrestling, locked in conflict,

Like brute, stone gods of old struggling confusedly;

Then overhead purrs a shell, and our heavies 

Answer, with sudden clapping bruits of sound,

Loosening our shells that stream whining

and whimpering precipitately,

Hounding through air athirst for blood.

And the little gilt leaves

Flicker in falling, like waif and flakes of flame.

F R E D E R I C  M A N N I N G ,  E I D O L A , J O H N  M U R R AY,  1 9 1 7

The twentieth century was one of considerable change. Changes
to legislation, increasing government intervention, innovations in
technology, depression, economic adjustments and war saw people in
the Upper Hunter experience turbulent times.

Aboriginal people were also to experience significant changes during
the twentieth century – changes of a different kind. Some positive influences
became apparent in white attitudes and policy decisions, even though
many residual forms of discrimination persisted. For much of the century,
Aboriginal people fought for citizenship and equal rights.The experience
of Aboriginal people in the Upper Hunter reflects these broader struggles.

Segregation, assimilation, self-determination and reconciliation 
In the 1900s, the Aborigines Protection Board accorded missionaries the
right of residency on the St Clair reserve.A church and mission house
were erected, and with the formation of the Aborigines Inland Mission
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An extract from the third
edition of the Tinagroo
parish map, dated 1911.
Reproduced with permission.
© Land and Property
Information, Panorama
Avenue, Bathurst 2795.
www.lpi.nsw.gov.au
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Valerie Woods recalls the adversity that came with impoverished living
conditions.The camp she lived in at Redbourneberry Hill had no
reticulated water, no electricity, and housing was inadequate.These
conditions made it difficult to maintain standards of cleanliness and
order, and under the scrutiny of the Welfare Board officials there was
the omnipresent threat that children would be removed to be placed
in ‘better’ circumstances.As Tom Miller from Kurri-Kurri recounted:

Our mother was a battler but always worried for us, as the welfare officers

and the police made it a habit of calling on Mum at all times trying to catch

her out for being an unfit mother, but she knew better and kept us clean

and the house tidy. This became an everyday thing, so one time when they

called she had a pot of boiling water on the stove and threatened to throw

it over them if they kept coming and harassing her. They soon got the idea

and stopped calling.4

Aboriginal people often encountered both subtle and overt forms of racism.
Sometimes being served in a local shop meant waiting for everyone
else to be served first. Other forms of intolerance were also evident.As
a young boy,Tom Miller would travel on local trains.Tom remembers
that the police would frequently ask where he was going and what time
he expected to return. Racism also emerged at school.As Tracey Miller
revealed, ‘I was too scared to tell people that I was Aboriginal. But later
on as I grew older and wiser I didn’t give a damn about expressing my
Aboriginality to anyone.’ 5

While Aboriginal children struggled against racism and endured
segregation in public schools, the children of white pastoralists were
often unable to attend school because of the continuing need to help
out at home.

Uncertain education
In 1900 an announcement was published in the Scone Advocate regarding
the re-opening of the half-time schools at Tinagroo (Upper Middle
Creek) and Turry (Lower Middle Creek).A report prepared by the
Minister of Public Instruction had stated that if ‘there was any probability
of a fair average attendance being kept up in the future, another trial
might be given’ to both schools.6

In 1920 the Department of Education gave approval for a new provisional
school at Middle Brook. E.H. Barwick had erected a new schoolhouse at
his own expense, and the Department recommended the appointment
of B.E. Hooper, who had been teaching at half-time schools located at
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in 1905 came the appointment of Miss Bagnall to St Clair Mission.
When the reserve was inspected in 1909, it was noted that:

One of the full bloods works a small area, and two half-castes each work

a farm in the reserve, but another farm has not been worked for some time,

and steps are being taken to settle someone thereon who will make proper

use of the land.1

In 1910 a schoolhouse was erected and four bullocks, along with yokes,
bows and chains, were provided.Around 82 Aboriginal men women
and children were resident within the Singleton area at this time.

Legislation was enacted at this time with the Aborigines Protection
Act being passed in 1909.The Act gave the Board greater powers of
intervention, enabling them to remove Aboriginal children for placement
in training houses and apprenticing them to employees deemed suitable.
In Singleton, a home for Aboriginal children was established by the
Board and staffed by people who had long worked for the Aborigines
Inland Mission. From 1918 when the home was set up, on average
30 boys were provided for.

White pressure advocating the removal of the mission, which commenced
in 1913, resulted in the St Clair Mission being leased to a white family
by 1923.

Changes to land administration in 1917 came with the Returned
Servicemen’s Settlement Scheme.This scheme, whereby returned soldiers
received a small grant of land, was the catalyst for the withdrawal of much
land reserved for use by Aboriginal people.At St Clair, the Board did not
act immediately to revoke the reserve. However, following the appoint-
ment of a manager in 1916, tensions at the reserve escalated, resulting in
the eventual collapse of agricultural work and St Clair’s closure.2 While it
was operational, St Clair Mission afforded Aborigines a reasonably good
standard of living, with adequate housing, education and fresh food.Albeit
briefly, and despite the Board’s paternalism,Aborigines living at St Clair
were able to maintain family connections and combine aspects of traditional
cultural life with new skills. Before St Clair was closed, those Aboriginal
people who lived there must have felt there was some hope for land rights,
self-determination and equality.

As early as 1937, assimilation emerged as a response to Aboriginal
people. By 1940 the Aborigines Protection Act was amended and the
Aborigines Welfare Board was created.3 While some gains were made,
many of the policy decisions that were adopted continued to reflect white
paternalism.The introduction of what were termed ‘dog licences’ kept
Aboriginal people under surveillance and at the margins of white society.
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The shooting party moved to other areas in the district and by the end
of the day counted up to 60 head of hare.A great many escaped, the
paper explained, for want of an extra couple of guns.The most successful
shot boasted a dozen hares.This practice continued for many years,
as Alex Hall remembered:

They used to have hare drives at Hedingly, too; they used to have people

come up from Newcastle and Sydney. In those days, see, they had the

kangaroo dogs and used to have these drives and get the hares and take

them down for greyhound training – until they stopped it [around 1920].

People didn’t really get together for shooting parties. It was more or less

the owners of the properties and anybody working on the place. If they

came across a dingo or a fox they’d shoot it, and the same with the pigs.12

Dingoes also raised concern among local property owners. In 1901,
residents on both sides of the Range were complaining bitterly
about stock losses. One owner had lost four lambs, and ten were badly
mauled. Several sheep were also killed on the same property not far
from the homestead.At Sparkes Creek several weeks earlier, Mr Barwick
had a similar problem with dogs.A local interviewed for the newspaper
article offered the following comment: ‘what with the dog pest, and the
high price that has to be paid for refuse land at the heads of the creeks
… sheep farming is not the game it is cracked up to be.’13

Changing tenure and difficult times
In the Upper Hunter, some changes in land tenure occurred during
the second decade of the twentieth century. Portion 127 was initially
a 40-acre (16-hectare) selection at the head of Middle Brook. By 1913
it had subsumed Block 285, which was formerly an Improvement Lease
belonging to J.H. Doyle. Under the Crown Lands Consolidation Act
1913, Carnet Cyrus Crossing applied for the portion totalling some
19 129 acres (7747 hectares). By April 1920 the Crown Lease was
revoked and the land was notified as Crown Lease area for a returned
soldier only.

World War I had a significant impact on the rural sector. Male labour
became scarce and the export market for Australian agricultural produce
was threatened.The wool market was, however, maintained, with the
British government agreeing to purchase the entire Australian wool clip.
High commodity prices due to shortages continued up until 1922 when
European agriculturalists re-entered the market. Soldiers taking up land
following the war were not generally rewarded with the good returns
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Hazelmere and Beeby. In 1921 the school at Middle Brook was operating
on a full-time basis and the Department gave consideration to the estab-
lishment of a half-time school closer to the properties of F.P. Murray and
his neighbour F.D. McGarrigle.The existing school was several miles away,
and F.P. Murray explained that it was ‘out of the question for them to go
9 miles to the school and they are growing up without any education
which is a pity’.7 The Department deemed the establishment of another
school unnecessary, given only seven children were involved. Instead they
recommended that the children’s educational needs be met with a subsidy
for private tuition or through correspondence school.8 In 1924 the school
at Middle Brook was closed, only to be reopened, briefly, in the following
year as a part-time school with Toololgan some 5 miles away.

In later years, people often sent their children to school in larger centres.
Mrs Henderson recalls the difficulties of transporting children to school:

When they started school in Scone they went off in a taxi and they were

absolutely jammed in because there were too many. They weren’t all mine.

If you couldn’t manage getting the children to school you had to use

correspondence. We didn’t do any correspondence because you have

to teach it yourself. 9

Paul Murray’s mother was different and opted to teach her children by
correspondence at home. Paul remembered:

My mother taught all of us correspondence school up to the various stages

of schooling. The girls went to Scone in late primary school and boarded

with my grandparents. My brother went to Aberdeen in sixth class, I went

in fifth class. But prior to that we were taught correspondence and we’d

sooner be out in the paddock helping Dad than doing school. 10

A land under siege
Helping out in the paddock became increasingly vital as pest populations
grew.Around the Hunter region in the early part of the new century,
property owners worked consistently to rid their land of various pests.
Local newspapers often reported on such nuisances and the measures
landowners employed to control unwanted vegetation and animals.
In 1902 the Scone Advocate reported that a hare drive had taken place
at Satur at the invitation of the owner, Mr Parbury. Many local residents
gathered to participate, and they had ‘some very fair shooting’.11 A prolonged
dry spell had caused a general lack of pasture. Despite this, along the
Middle Brook between nine and ten guns culled about twenty hares.
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because we lived on the land. You can live off the land; even if you’ve got no

sheep to kill you can go and kill a rabbit. I think anybody living on a property

would have been more fortunate than people who were living in towns,

because with things the way they were a lot of people would have lost

their jobs, places would have closed … What I do remember, and it probably

might have been because of the Depression, were the tramps. They were

blokes who just used to come around and they’d do some jobs, like they’d

chop some wood for a feed and this sort of thing. They used to go around

and they’d have their little swag, their little bundle on their back, and a billy

can and a few things they’d carry around with them, and they just used to

walk all over the place. I mean, anybody who walked up there as far as

our place deserved to get a feed. But they always offered to do something;

they didn’t just want a feed, they wanted to do something.16

Alex Hall also remembered the swaggies visiting Cressfield looking for
a job or some food:

It was hard in those days. There was no work and there was no money.

We used to get swaggies all the time with a bag over their shoulder,

wanting some tea or flour or a bit of meat, something like that. You always

helped them out, there’s no doubt about that. I think everybody did the same.

They would just travel from one place to the other, pick up a little bit next

door to keep them going for a while. Whether they went north or south,

I don’t know. I think people from other properties were the same in those

days. They went away for work, if they could get work in those days.17

The Depression was followed by the outbreak of World War II. Despite
rationing and the shortage of both materials and male labour, wool growers
enjoyed good returns and a period of prosperity which continued until
the late 1960s.This period was characterised by other changes as modern
forms of technology were introduced. Only the small-scale graziers who
were unable to adapt and increase productivity failed to make ends meet
and remain viable.

New responses
As new technologies became available, some farmers were eager to apply
them in the hope of increasing productivity.The southern slopes of the
Liverpool Range in the Upper Hunter are characterised by often dense
Poa tussock, commonly called bullgrass. Property owners attempted to

that had been experienced during the war years by farmers.The 1930s
Depression saw wool prices plummet to lows not recorded since 1910.
Ninety-five per cent of Australia’s wool was sold on the international
market in the early 1930s, and when prices fell dramatically, farming
incomes fell in response. In 1931–1932 the price of wool dropped to
just over eight pence per pound. It recovered slightly in the following
year, and in 1933–1934 nearly reached sixteen pence. For the remaining
years of the decade, wool averaged 12.75 pence, and small-scale wool
growers like those in and around the Upper Hunter were left to manage
in difficult economic times with little government assistance.14 Pearl Wilson,
whose family owned The Nest at Dry Creek, remembered the hard times:

In 1932 I was in third year at school and my parents – well, my father was

elderly and we had no work, so we went to Uralla to live where my brother

had a bakery. He was able to give my father a job and I had to leave school

and try and get a job, which I did. We were up there until 1935 when we

all came back to the property at Dry Creek, which my oldest brother had

just inherited. So, I can vaguely remember the Depression, yes – people

walking the roads. They had to travel so many miles each day to get their

rations of bread and whatever else they might have got. So it was very

hard times for a lot of people.15

However, as Patricia Farrell of Glen Murray explained, in many ways she
and her family were better off than many others, especially townsfolk:

I don’t really remember it being bad for us. I don’t remember being deprived

or ever being hungry or cold. We always had shoes and socks on our feet

and that sort of thing, but I know a lot of people didn’t. We were lucky

Pearl Wilson with a young
relative seated on a wheelbarrow

in front of The Nest.
Rabbit skins are hanging up to
dry on a line in the background.

Photo (c. 1920s) courtesy
Pearl Wilson.
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reduce the density of grass and encourage tender new growth by controlled
burning. Other methods of improving pasture, such as through the appli-
cation of superphosphate, became readily available in the new century.
Phosphates were initially used in late 1870s in the wheat lands of South
Australia, where a connection was made between low wheat yields and
a shortage of phosphate in the soil. But it was not until the discovery
in the late 1950s and 1960s that the application of superphosphate
would increase carrying capacities that its use became more widespread.18

In areas where topography made applying the fertiliser to the ground
by tractor impossible, pasture was broadcast using an aircraft.The Towarri
region was one such place where this was done.

Between 1942 and 1946 the wool price per pound remained constant
at just under sixteen pence. It took some years following the outbreak of
World War II for labour shortages to become apparent.Acute unemployment
was a consequence of the Depression, and it was not until the number of
troops dispatched equalled the number of unemployed in 1942 that the
real impact on rural labour became obvious. Patricia Farrell outlines what
she remembered of the war years and how fear pervaded her experience
of the bush subsequent to Japanese involvement late in 1941.

During the war years, well, there was nobody there: the blokes had all gone

away and the ones that hadn’t were busy doing their work. A lot of men from

the district went to war and a lot were killed from around the whole district.

There was a lot of people from up the Hunter that went. A lot were killed

and a lot became prisoners of war and did not come back. There was always

somebody lost that you knew of, or knew about. Dad didn’t go, he tried to

enlist three times but they wouldn’t take him because he was the only one

on the farm and Grandfather had ill health, so they wouldn’t take him. 

I can remember the day Singapore fell: the music before the news changed.

It was different – more morbid, I suppose. But we were terrified of the

Japanese coming, we really were. We didn’t have a clue of what was in

the world outside of our little domain and if we were out somewhere around

the paddocks, doing whatever we were doing, and it was getting towards

dark we’d scarper home as fast as our legs would take us because we were

frightened of Japs. We were sure the Japs were going to come over the next

hill and they would have found us up there. But really, they would have been

lucky to get there, because they took all the mile posts down during the war

in those places. They thought if there weren’t any mile posts they won’t

know if there’s anything up there in the scrub, so they’ll stay out of it.19

An extract from the
fifth edition of the

Tinagroo parish map, 1944.
Reproduced with permission.

© Land and Property
Information, Panorama
Avenue Bathurst 2795.

www.lpi.nsw.gov.au
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If we want to be successful in the wool industry, we should be somewhere

else. The country is just too difficult. We make the decision to sell – that’s

the way it is. We’re not going to cry about it; we’ll just go on to the

next project.22

A national park declared
Towarri National Park was proclaimed in the New South Wales
Government Gazette in October 1998.The area had long interested the
National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS), predominantly because
of the occurrence of subtropical rainforest constituting some of the most
inland rainforests of their type in NSW.23 Other values viewed worthy
of conservation included catchment protection, habitat for a wide variety
of fauna, and scenic and recreational qualities. But perhaps most signifi-
cantly, the region was viewed as ‘one of the few localities where the public
can seek solitude and inspiration in a stunning natural environment’.24

There is little reference in the early NPWS establishment files regarding
the history and cultural heritage of Towarri. In the main, the files document
the Service’s activities associated with natural heritage research.

In January 1989, a fauna survey of rainforest areas and their surrounds
in the Liverpool Range was conducted by a university student and several
NPWS staff. While the survey party were hindered by poor weather,
they confirmed the presence of 54 species of birds and fourteen species
of mammals.25

Among the more exciting findings were confirmed sightings of three
species of native birds listed as rare and endangered.These animals were
the Glossy Black Cockatoo (Calyptorhynchus lathami), the Rufous Fantail
(Rhipidura rufifrons) and the Powerful Owl (Ninox strenua).The last of these
birds, a raptor, was watched for over ten minutes as it slowly pulled apart
a meal of a Greater Glider.26

Interest in the area escalated during the 1980s. By July 1988 the
NPWS had a Natural Area investigation in progress and was considering
Crown and leasehold tenures. It was during this time that the outstanding
conservation values the Service had identified were threatened following
the conversion of land from Crown Lease to Freehold title.The successful
conversion cost Robert and June Kennedy $1929 for 780.6 hectares and
created a media storm, producing headlines such as ‘Land Sale Angers
Greenies’, ‘Rainforest Sale Defies Reason’ and ‘Outrage: Land for $1 an
acre’.27 The NPWS was advised of the application in May 1988 but was
informed that it only affected the southern part of the portion. It expressed
a ‘strong objection’ to the Department of Lands’ action and argued that

A  H I S T O R Y  O F  T O W A R R I  

In the years following the war, prices of wool increased steadily, reaching
an all-time high during 1950 –1955 at 144.2 pence per pound. In 1969
prices dropped dramatically when wool hit 45 pence per pound.To aid
struggling producers during these difficult times, the government provided
financial assistance. However, subsidies proved overly expensive and were
not maintained. For the Murray family, the drop in wool prices in the
1960s, combined with drought, rising costs and pressure to increase
productivity, made it even more difficult than usual for the property
to remain viable, as Patricia Farrell explains.

My father sold the property in 1965. There was a big drought around that

time and things were really bad. The boom years of the fifties were gone

and wool had really crashed … It was hard. It wasn’t a good property;

it was really hard work. I suppose anybody could have made it better if

they’d used a lot of these new things like pasture improvement. Of course,

you’d need the money to do it. I think my dad just thought he couldn’t

keep going on his own much longer, although he was only in his fifties,

and Mum really wanted to move to town. So they did and he worked on

another property a few miles out of town.20

Other wool growers in the area found it difficult around this time.Allan
Henderson recalled returning from school to assist with the running the
family’s properties.At Willowdene, the number of staff had been reduced
from nine to one, and Allan, his father and uncle provided the necessary
labour during busy times.

Hard decisions
Economic conditions improved during the 1970s as the government
continued to operate programs that enabled wool growers to maintain
adequate income levels.A general decline in sheep numbers also helped
sustain prices.21 Yet there were difficult times ahead, and the wool market
plunged in 1990s with the collapse of key international markets for
Australian wool. Shortly afterwards, in February 1991, the reserve price
scheme maintained by the Australian Wool Corporation also collapsed,
resulting in massive debt and a substantial stockpile.The following years
were some of the toughest for producers, with recession, high interest
rates, prolonged drought and wool prices falling to the lowest recorded
levels all taking their toll. Many abandoned wool growing and grazed
cattle instead. Some sold up and moved off their land, while others
remained, diversified and pursued new opportunities.Allan Henderson
is philosophical about the economic difficulties he faced.
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For Aboriginal people, the creation of the park is significant. It protects
the natural landscape from the accelerating pace of environmental change
they perceive to be occurring in the Hunter.32 It also offers something
of a refuge and a place where they will be able to take their children.

Perhaps, over time,Towarri National Park will help foster broader
recognition of Aboriginal culture within the Upper Hunter.While there
has been no archaeological survey work conducted within the Park, the
Aboriginal community has a strong understanding of how surrounding
lands were used by the Wonnarua.The broader area has been the subject
of archaeological research for many years, and a wide range of site types
have been recorded.33 Such work has enabled Aboriginal people to renew
their connection to country and feel proud of their ancestry.

A  H I S T O R Y  O F  T O W A R R I  

the NPWS ‘had indicated at every step its interest in the area’. In July
1988 another problem emerged when correspondence from the Forestry
Commission stated, ‘This Commission has determined a particular interest
in Portion 127 … and is investigating harvesting commercial quantities
of hardwood sawlogs, along with other resources in the general vicinity
of this area.’ 28

In June 1990 the then Minister for the Environment, Mr Moore,
met with local landholders and representatives from Scone Shire Council
to outline the government’s commitment to the conservation of the area
following the public release of a proposal for the creation of Towarri
Nature Reserve.About twenty landholders met with the Minister and
were reassured that the government had no intention of acquiring their
land compulsorily to create a nature reserve. Locals had been strongly
opposed to the reserve, claiming it ‘would create another Barrington Tops’
which was ‘a mess’ and a ‘shambles’.29 One local man stated, ‘It’s like a
museum up there – very delicate and you’ve got to treat it carefully …
The flora and fauna need protecting, and that’s far too delicate a job
for the National Parks and Wildlife Service.’30

In 1993,Allan Henderson offered the NPWS what it considered several
key properties in the area at market value. Early in 1996, agreement was
reached between the NPWS and the Hendersons. Says Allan:

With the high interest rates and the lack of the wool reserve, we decided

we’d better get out of [farming]. But there were no buyers out there, and

that’s when we spoke to National Parks. A man called Ian Brown came

along, and he was the man that kicked it all off. We offered them portion

127, which is the portion that takes all the headwaters of Middle Brook,

Kelly’s Creek and Dry Creek in, and we thought about it for a fortnight and

we then said, we know the changes that will come – we can’t drop a match

when we want to, and all those sort of things. So we said to them, if you

want the top you’ve got to have the lot. They said they were interested and

it was a matter of good timing, because the Carr Government got in on an

election promise of new national parks … So we were at the right place

at the right time.31

While at the time many white people opposed the national park, today
they appear to feel quite differently.With a national park in their midst
and ongoing contact with NPWS staff many of the concerns people had
prior to the park’s creation have been allayed. Many locals, including some
of the park’s fiercest critics, are now involved in a range of programs
geared to ensuring Towarri is managed and conserved effectively.



Part II: Towarri Remembered
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The stories presented here also reveal how ordinary people experience
history.Through oral history we learn how people make sense of and
respond to major upheavals and changes in their lives. Major events such
as the Great Depression and the two World Wars are still within living
memory, and some interviews provide insight into how people living
on the land endured.As you have already read, Patricia Farrell was a small
child when World War II broke out. In her interview she explained how
the event had effect on her. Patricia reveals how pervasive the fear of
Japanese attack was, and how she was scared to be in the bush after dark.
As a reader, I think you will agree that to be able to share such intimate
memories is a rare privilege.

These and other life experiences provide history with new dimensions.
By listening and recording people’s experiences of the past, our history
becomes more complex and real. Such histories enable us to expand our
comprehension of the past and accommodate the many realities that
comprise it. Sharing our personal histories, as the people in this book
have, may on a broader social and political level help us to appreciate the
differing relationships people have to land. In the context of reconciliation,
listening to more stories about land and Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal
people’s lives is a vital part of developing reciprocity and civic empathy.

Aboriginal people are all but absent from the following pages.
Beverlee Adams explains that the Aboriginal presence on her land is
palpable. Rather than perceiving herself as a property owner, she feels she
is a custodian of the land. Her perspective is unique.The other contributors
had little or no experience of Aboriginal people whilst living on land in
or around the Park.Yet as we have learned from the preceding section,
the Wonnarua people did not forget their connection to their country,
but rather evolved new relationships to land where and when they could
after white people took it without consent.

What follows, to borrow from essayist and historian Inga Clendinnen,
are ‘true stories’ of how people remember and narrate their attachment to
land.2 These individual stories are part of our collective history and provide
an opportunity for reflection upon our own past, and the views, experiences
and values that constitute it.

T O W A R R I R E M E M B E R E D

Sharing memories

Memories link us to place, to time and to nation: they enable us to place value on

our individual and our social experiences, and they enable us to inhabit our own country.

K AT E  D A R I A N - S M I T H  A N D  PA U L A  H A M I LT O N  ( E D S . ) ,

M E M O R Y  A N D  H I S T O R Y  I N  T W E N T I E T H  C E N T U R Y  A U S T R A L I A 1

In this section,Towarri National Park is remembered by nine people
who have spent all, or part, of their lives living or working on properties
within or adjacent to the Park. Each person’s perspective is different,
though some experiences and memories are shared.The memories
included in this section illustrate the complexity and richness that land
acquires in people’s minds.The interviews are not reproduced in their
entirety, but more as a collection of edited fragments which logically
capture the observations and experiences in Towarri National Park and
surrounding country.

For Allan Henderson the country within the Park was a constant
challenge.The steep terrain, combined with significant areas of unproductive
country, made his experience of sheep farming a financial and physical
struggle. Despite this, it is clear that Allan loved the country he formerly
owned, and is still inspired by its tenacious beauty and power. Paul Murray
and his sister Patricia Farrell share views similar to Allan Henderson
regarding the land’s productivity. Yet both Paul and Patricia have a deep
connection to the country and still visit Towarri on occasions to remember
old times.

Other contributors such as Stan Wicks, Beverlee Adams and Pearl Wilson
also describe the significant attachments they have to the landscape within
and near the Park. Spending just two years assisting his father running
Braeside during the 1940s, Stan ‘loved the joint’.To him the country was
unique and unlike anything he had experienced before. Beverlee Adams,
whose property Sans Tache adjoins the Park to the east, makes clear her
spiritual attachment to the country she fondly stewards.When Pearl Wilson
tells us how she felt when it came time to leave her family property, we
realise how powerful some relationships to country are.

I could never describe my feelings when we left.  At seven o’clock in the evening

I had the utility loaded with the last of the odds and bits. I drove around the corner

and I couldn’t even see the road for tears. I pulled up, collected myself, drove on and

I just said goodbye. It was awfully sad.
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Dry Creek

The Dry Creek valley was much the same: you would wind your way to the skyline

of the Liverpool Range on pathways so narrow between rocks and the fence that

your quart pot and saddlebag would just squeeze by. Then you would scramble

through bracken fern, all the time hearing wombats and kangaroos scurrying ahead

of you. I would go in under the brush and usually get tangled up in vines. Over the

years I got better at negotiating all this and learned to look out ahead to the more

open country to get my bearings. When you broke out onto the open ridges you

would see the men coming down the adjacent slopes. Your horse had to be very

sure-footed and know what it was doing. 

Burning the tussock

They could have called it hazard reduction, as that country attracts summer storms,

and while burning the tussock to create a fresh green pick for the stock it also

reduced the amount of dry leaf matter which could fuel a lightning strike. When

burning began you could see the smoke as far away as Singleton. This job was

done during spring or autumn. You would have to pick the right weather conditions,

as it had to be a relatively gentle burn.

It could have been magnificent

In later years, with wages going up and a rapid decline in the wool industry,

manpower became unaffordable. Roads were bulldozed in but a clean muster was

becoming harder to accomplish, while fencing was hard to keep maintained. 

Supering [applying superphosphate] was also out of the question because of the cost,

and the drought hung on for several years. And of course to top it all off interest rates

escalated to 22 per cent, making an underdeveloped block hard to run … it could

have been magnificent. 

I’m pleased to see that most of the hidden wonders up there in the brushes will

hopefully remain forever now it is a national park.

T O W A R R I  R E M E M B E R E D

Allan Henderson
It was the sale of property owned by the Hendersons to the National
Parks and Wildlife Service that created Towarri National Park.Allan in fact
joked, but with more than a hint of seriousness, that Towarri should have
been called ‘Henderson’s National Park’.

Allan was born in Scone on 16 May 1950. His grandmother, Isabella,
purchased Middle Brook, a property situated along the Middle Brook Road
just south of what is now the Park, in 1926. Four years later, in 1929, Allan’s
father,Alick, purchased The Basin, a portion in the uppermost reaches
of the Liverpool Range at the head of Middle Brook.As their fortunes
increased, the Hendersons expanded their holdings in the area, buying
properties near Middle Brook called Claremont and Hedingly. Some years
later they acquired Willowdene and Braeside, which both lie within the
boundaries of Towarri National Park. In 1965 the Hendersons bought
Glen Murray, which is situated to the immediate south of The Basin.

Having worked the land all his life,Allan’s memories provide a wonderful
account of the land, farming activities, changing economic fortunes and
technological advances in pastoralism that occurred in the second part of
the twentieth century.

Working The Basin

Allan recalls his father’s stories of leaving Middle Brook on the weekends
to ride up to The Basin to put in a few days work. Isabella was very worried
about her son camping in a rather ramshackle old hut under which lived
many tiger snakes, so while he was away she had a new one built.

Mustering in that very steep country was a fairly tough experience for
a young boy, and Allan remembers working at it in his school holidays.

You would ride your horse as far as you could up to the start of the brushes, then

tie your stirrups over the saddle and reins around the horse’s neck, give it a chop

across the rump with your whip and hope at the end of the day you would find your

mount back at the hut. Then we would climb up through the grass trees and across

a lot of little streams and soakages. Four or five men would line up and start cracking

their whips to start the sheep moving. You needed that sort of manpower so that

the stock could not get through any gaps between them. We would light grass trees

to indicate where we were. It would be very hard to stay in line, as sometimes you

would come to a vertical rock-face then have to scout round and back on the track.

Giant stinging trees and horse nettles were some of the obstacles you learned

to avoid. There must be ten thousand grass trees as well as red cedar.

It’s extraordinary country.
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Pasture improvement

The Basin wasn’t naturally very productive country, but the annual
application of superphosphate made a difference to the quality of the
pasture. Mrs Henderson explained that her husband was always ready to
have a go at something and was always talking to people about one thing
or another.The decision to try improving pasture with superphosphate
was typical of her husband’s interest in different innovations.

The sheep did very well in that country, especially if you put superphosphate on it.

We actually had an airstrip behind the Braeside house that was very steep. When

they weren’t putting fertiliser out we used to go out and remove the stones from the

strip to make it smooth-going for the aeroplanes. It used to take days. The super had

to be got up there in trucks, then put in a shed because it rained a lot up there,

until it was needed. There were several pilots that we used to use. They covered

most of the property. We always supered Hedingly but not Middle Brook.

Sheep work

Tending sheep meant that the Hendersons were never idle. Shearing was
a particularly busy time, requiring everyone’s assistance. In this excerpt,
Mrs Henderson talks about the routine tasks she observed and helped with.

You had to look for blowfly strike [an infestation of the flesh of a sheep by blowfly

maggots] and make sure the sheep got enough to eat. If we found sheep with blowfly

strike we’d put stuff on and then you would cut off the soiled wool which might get

blown again. You’d keep a general eye on the sheep. You needed to have good dogs to

round them up and to hold them for you. Then you had to crutch them, cutting the wool

away from their backside. That happened in the woolshed. You had to have shearers

to do the crutching. And you had to look after the ewes during lambing. There was

generally one period for lambing. 

The shearing was done when we though the weather was all right, because you can

lose a lot of sheep with bad weather. There were times when we had shorn and the

weather would turn cold again and we would lose sheep. We would watch the

weather all the time.

Shearing was a busy time. I used to do some cooking for the men, especially at

Claremont, because the shed was fairly close to the house. I used to get into trouble

for not having the meals ready in time. That was very important. They loved their

smokos with cakes and things. They would gobble up a roast. I’d do a roast for the

midday meal with all the trimmings. I can’t think what I gave them for their evening

T O W A R R I  R E M E M B E R E D

Philippa Henderson
Allan’s mother, Philippa Mary Henderson (née McFarlane), today lives
in Scone. Mrs Henderson was born in Adelaide in 1916 and grew up in
South Australia on a Murray River property ‘where the lawn went down
to the water’s edge’.When Mrs Henderson first came to New South
Wales she thought she’d better meet some of the relatives.There were
four boys in her father’s family and two had a property at Young which
they divided. It was through them that she met her future husband,
Alick Henderson, at a polo gathering.Alick was very keen on horses and
interested in sheep and cattle. In 1941 the couple moved to New South
Wales and went initially to live at Middle Brook, in what Mrs Henderson
described as a ‘very nice old house’ with her husband Alick, mother-in-law
and brother-in-law.They lived there while the house at Claremont, located
near Middle Brook, was prepared.

Never seen anything so steep

Mrs Henderson described her life with her husband and children on the
land as an adventure. In the early years of her marriage, she occasionally
helped her busy husband muster the top country known as The Basin.
This large portion at the head of the Middle Brook is incredibly steep
and Mrs Henderson remembered thinking when she first saw the country,
that she had ‘never seen anything so steep, let alone be able to scramble
up it’.As an extra hand, scramble up she did, helping her husband muster
sheep annually.

A lot of the stock were run up on The Basin. He [Alick] was flat out all the time.

He used to do everything on horseback. When we were first married I used to tag

along with him. Then when I had Margaret I gave up the mustering and that sort of

stuff. I can remember scrambling up the hills. I’d give the horse a slap on the behind

and then you would have to struggle up after it, catch it and get on again, up toward

the skyline. The horses were good; they needed to be. We used to have two station-

hands living up there. It was part of their duties to muster up there. One lived in the

Braeside house and the other one lived at Willowdene.
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Allan Lawler
In 1952 Allan Lawler started working for the Hendersons. Initially
he was employed by Allan’s father,Alick, as a groomsman tending the
Henderson’s polo horses.Allan was born on 17 January 1929 in Scone
and educated at Bunnan public school. He left school in 1944 and 
began his working life delivering mail on horseback.

I thought I was a millionaire

I went to about sixth class. Left school when I was fourteen. I’m afraid I didn’t like

it much. I preferred to be doing something that my father was doing, but if I knew as

much then as I know now I would have been a bit more attentive at school. When I left

school I had a horseback mail run to Tara Hall, which was twelve miles up and twelve

miles back. I’d deliver the mail to various places. I’d leave Bunnan about ten o’clock

and get back about half past five. It rained a lot and the creeks were in flood. Money

was pretty scarce for most people; wages were about two pound eight a week. But

the mail run was a contract and it was two pound a trip. I’d work Monday through

to Saturday lunchtime, so that was four pound a week. I thought I was a millionaire.

Then I was doing some causal work and I was picking up about six or seven pound

a week, which I thought was pretty good at that particular time.

In 1945, aged fifteen,Allan Lawler went to work on Cuan station where
his father had also worked. It was shortly after this, in 1952, that he went
to work for Alick Henderson.At this time the Hendersons owned property
at Owens Gap and about 10 000 or 12 000 acres (4000 or 5000 hectares)
on Middle Brook.

Never sorry that I did take the job

I went out to the shearing sheds rouseabouting at Cuan, which had fourteen stands.

I was fifteen at the time. I did that for about two years and then I came up to Allan’s

father to work, to look after the horses there. It was arranged through the shearing

contractor that I was working for – he knew Allan’s father very well. He rang me this

night at home and told me there was a job going looking after polo ponies at Middle

Brook for Alick Henderson and it entailed going to Sydney, Melbourne and on to

Adelaide. I said that I didn’t think I’d take it. He said, ‘You’re a fool if you don’t because

you’ll be stuck around Scone all your life and you won’t see any country.’ So I took it

and I was never sorry that I did take it. I was there for about seventeen years; I used

to live at the house with them. I was a strapper and used to go with them to carnivals.

T O W A R R I  R E M E M B E R E D

meal, probably cold meat. I didn’t cook for very many – less than five. But they still

had good appetites. The kitchen at Claremont used to be the schoolhouse. I used

a wood stove; we didn’t have any electric gadgets in those days. I was very busy

at shearing time. It’s a busy time for everybody.

Polo, tennis and marvellous balls 

Despite their busy lives, the Hendersons found time to enjoy themselves.
When they could they socialised with neighbours, often playing a game
of tennis with them or just dropping in for a casual visit. Mr Henderson
was an enthusiastic polo player and deeply involved in rodeo, and
Mrs Henderson particularly enjoyed attending balls.

They used to have bachelors’ and spinsters’ balls – we thought they were marvellous.

They were held in Scone in a hall which is now the BP garage. Several hundred would

attend the balls – most people in the district. 

Polo took up a lot of my husband’s time. They used to play against a team called

Tinagroo on the property called Tinagroo. We used to go over at weekends, ride over

– over the top of the glen, the mountain at the back. That was the shortcut to Tinagroo.

They’d lead their spare horses. They played for a quart pot and it was a big honour to

win it. I have a number of polo balls and each cup should have its own ball. Written

on each ball should be what it was for. Of course, that didn’t always get done.

I enjoyed the polo matches, they were good, especially if we were winning.
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When he first commenced work with the Hendersons,Allan was

exclusively involved in tending the horses. In the following excerpt Allan

describes how his job gradually changed and how he became increasingly

involved in general farm work and part of the Henderson family.

Looking after the horses

Wholly and solely in the beginning, my job was to look after the horses. I had four 

horses and used to have to work them morning and night. I would get up about five

o’clock in the frost and take them two or three miles down the road and then feed

them and go and have a bit of a rest. Then back again in the afternoon, plus grooming

them and getting them ready. That entailed a full-time job for me for about five years.

Then I started going mustering up there. I didn’t have to go mustering, but in later

years, when it tapered off and we were doing rodeos, I used to go mustering then.

Allan’s father was a very keen camp drafter and he had a couple of pretty good horses.

We used to go over to the coast, Maitland, Dungog, Gloucester and Inverell, Narrabri,

out to Brewarrina up to Warwick. So I had a fair bit of tripping about. In later years, 

as well as mustering we used to do haymaking by contract. Alick was a very hard 

worker. In the 1960s we were living at Claremont, then Allan’s mother bought 

Hedingly and we shifted down there. I wasn’t married then. I lived at the house 

with Allan’s mother and father; they were like a mother and father to me, virtually. 

I used to use their vehicles to go to town or go to dances out in bush at times.

Other circumstances changed during the period of Allan’s employment
with the Hendersons. Most notably, as labour costs escalated, the
Hendersons were not able to continue to employ the number of men
they once had.

We kept fairly busy 

When I first came there were two fellows working on the area that is now where the

national park is. They were working there full-time. There were three fellows working

at Middle Brook and there were two fellows working over at Owens Gap. But in later

years when Allan had it, there was only Allan, another fellow and myself doing the top,

Middle Brook and Owens Gap, which kept us fairly busy.

In the following accounts,Allan remembers mustering the difficult country
and undertaking other stock work such as shearing, fogging (spraying for
ticks), dipping and fencing. He also recounts the impact and difficulties
associated with fire, flood and exotics such as wild pigs and foxes.

Allan Lawler and his horse
Goldie at Middle Brook.

Photo courtesy Allan Lawler.
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They were contract shearers; they travelled every day too. Some lived at Scone, some

at Parkville and some at Wingen. Contract shearers provided their own meals, unless

you were camping at a hut and they had a shearer’s cook, but when you were travelling

every day you got a travelling allowance and you didn’t have any food bills. When you

are at a woolshed you have a tucker bill to pay. 

In those days the rouseabout – that’s the fella that’s picking up and the fella on the

wool table – were on full pay even if it rained for a fortnight. The shearers didn’t get

paid that way; they only got paid for what they shore. Now the law has been altered

and for the rouseabouts it’s no work no pay, which isn’t a bad idea.

Fogging – it was a killer  

In those days we had a fogging machine. It’s a big machine and you had a 44-gallon

drum of this fluid and a big tent. It was airtight and you used to put the sheep in there,

start the engine up and blow, just like this very heavy fog. And smell! Sheep used to

cough and splutter and go in. You had a set of different clothes each day and as soon 

as you were finished with them you’d put them in the fire and burn them. 

It was supposed to kill lice. It was shocking. We thought that it worked in the beginning,

but it’s like everything else: when it’s new you think it’s pretty good. But then we were

still having difficulty with lice. Shearing sheep with lice made it tough. The wool sort

of mats up. Just imagine yourself having the hairdresser going through your hair easily,

but if it was all matted up how difficult it would be. Well that’s similar to what the

shearers had to contend with.

Fencing

We put a couple of new fences up over in Dry Creek from one side to the other. 

We got an old timber cutter and he had a saw. It had two handles on it and a six-foot

blade and was for two men. One got on one end and another on the other. It wasn’t

heavy but I was on the other end and used to have to keep pumping the oil into it

felling these trees. Allan’s father had the bulldozer up there clearing a line, 

then we got into it and fenced it.

I wasn’t doing a lot of it but I did quite enough of it. We didn’t use fence posts. 

What we did was cut the trees off and pegged onto the trees and used iron posts.

Drove them in and pegged. There might be a tree here and another one there on a line

and you’d run your line and drive your pegs into the side of the tree. Up in that country

it’s very stony and you might start to drive an iron post in and it will twist in the rocks

and you can’t do much about it. It’s pretty hard work and mainly it was fencing onto

trees. Then when you get a fire the tree catches alight and it burns your pegs out.

T O W A R R I  R E M E M B E R E D

We used to wear hobnailed boots

The Basin was at the very head. It wasn’t part of Braeside, it was separate at that 

particular time. There was Glen Murray in between, then Willowdene was Stuart

Hayne’s place, then Braeside was south again on Middle Brook Road. Allan’s father

bought Willowdene from Stuart Hayne. That was the early fifties, just before I came.

Tinagroo was one neighbour. Abbotts were over on the Dry Creek side …

Allan’s father had The Basin. I suppose it’s called ‘The Basin’ because it’s virtually like

a half basin. It’s got a waterhole. Allan’s father once dived into it in the middle of

summer and it took his breath away it was that cold. It’s just like drinking water out 

of a refrigerator. On the top in The Basin there’s a place called Big Springs and there’s 

a spring right on the top of the mountain and it runs out and down over the side.

Absolutely beautiful water. I guarantee you’ve never drunk water like it in your life. 

As cold and as soft as can be. 

It’s very rugged, but once you get on the top you can ride right around to what they call

Barney’s Gap. Allan’s father used to take his horse on to the top but the rest of us used

to walk. You’d get on these ledges and you couldn’t go up and you couldn’t go down, 

you just had to keep going around. You might pick up ten or a dozen sheep there and

you’d take them around and meet Allan’s father coming back. Then the next day you’d 

do the other side, the Tinagroo side. You couldn’t do it all in one day, it was too much.

We used to wear hobnailed boots. They were a heavy boot and they had rows of 

flat-headed nails in the toe cap and heel cap. If you didn’t wear those boots you 

had a job to stand up – it’s very slippery up there. On the Tinagroo side in the winter-

time, the ice never left the ground, it was frosty there all day in the shady spots. 

You had to grope for grass or something to hold yourself up. If you had of slipped 

over these edges you probably would have broken your neck or something like that.

But we were all pretty fortunate – we didn’t have any falls. It was hard to handle

sheep in that area.

Shearing

We’d get the sheep on the Tinagroo and Dry Creek sides on different days and then

bring them back to Braeside to be shorn. We didn’t stay there overnight, we’d come

back to Middle Brook. There was a hut up there but no-one stayed there.

Shearing started at seven-thirty. Well, you had to leave at six - thirty to get the sheep

penned up and whatever. They knocked off at five-thirty, the shearers, in those days.

They’d go for two hours, have half an hour off for morning tea, an hour for lunch, 

knock off at three and have half an hour for afternoon tea, then knock off at five-thirty.
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from surrounding properties – Tinagroo, Cressfield – plus different brigades like

Parkville Bushfire Brigade, Wingen Bushfire Brigade. But you can only get your vehicle

so far and then you’re on the hoof. They had a GMC army truck which was a tandem

drive and it used to go up there. We had a logging track that would get you onto the

top, but when you got there you were on your own. Getting food and water to the men

was the biggest trouble. Kenny Hinde and myself decided we would be of more use

carting food and water up to the men. So that’s what we were doing … Heaps of

women were cutting sandwiches, up at Willowdene homestead. Then we carted 

water and these sandwiches up with our horses. Allan’s father, he was an old man

then, he walked over the Tinagroo side, nearly over to the Tinagroo homestead, 

and he came back. Ken Hinde and myself were up on this top and Ken Hinde said,

‘You’d better take my horse, Mr Henderson, and I’ll walk back.’ ‘No,’ he said,‘

I walked over and I’ll walk back.’ And he was an old man then. Tough by gee! 

He’s the toughest  man I’ve ever seen, I think. 

We used to burn every year to make the grass grow fresh for the sheep. You’d burn

areas and, well, if a fire started it would burn into these areas and burn itself out.

Now, with the National Park and the feed just tinder dry (and it’s two and three feet

high), I don’t think they’ll ever stop it. That’s just my opinion of it.

Walls of water coming

In 1955 we had floods and landslides at the head of the Middle Brook. At the bottom 

of Dry Creek there was a big hollow and it just fell down; you couldn’t ride around 

it or through it for a couple of years until it dried out. The whole side of the hollow, 

the whole hollow just slipped down, and trees and everything else. 

There were floods and you couldn’t get to town. There were wash-outs up the creek,

wash-outs across the road. The bridge was built in 1955 but it wasn’t finished: 

the Middle Brook Bridge. The water went completely over the top of it. The flood 

was from between Satur and Scone. You can imagine the capacity of water that 

came down from all the creeks. All the flats as far as you could see were water. 

The fences there were only little posts sticking out.

It made a lot of work, the flood. It washed crossings away and fences over. We were

months and months getting things repaired again. When you have walls of water 

coming, something has got to go. Just imagine that fence there and a wall of water,

seven or eight feet high, with logs and goodness knows what hitting it. Just over

it goes … A lot of the fencing, you couldn’t use it again, you just had to abandon 

it and put new stuff up. It was a sight.

T O W A R R I  R E M E M B E R E D

Nowadays they are all steel – steel strainers and things like that. That fire that came

through Tinagroo burnt all the fencing. But now it is wholly and solely steel. 

At Dry Creek we started on the Middle Brook side, just up from Willowdene house,

over the creek up onto the top, over the top and down the other side over Dry Creek

and onto Sandy Flat fence. I suppose it would be three and a half or four miles. It was

a dividing fence. All the stuff was taken over with packhorses, all the iron posts and

wire. Alex Hall, who owns Cressfield, was working for Allan’s father at the time and 

he carted it over with packhorses and laid it on the line. Then it was many years after

that that the fence was erected. You cut your lunch and took it on your horse in 

a saddle pouch with a quart pot, and boiled your billy. Then came home that night and

had a pretty good meal. There was no-one to deliver your tucker. You couldn’t expect 

a woman to go way out in the bush like that. If we were doing farm work down around

Middle Brook, Mrs Henderson used to bring down lunch or morning tea, or a cup of tea

for us. But up there in that sort of country you’re out there and you’re there for the day.

You can’t do much else.

Men and resources were stretched during fire and flood in the Upper
Hunter.Allan recounts his experience of both natural phenomena during
his time working for the Hendersons.

Fire fighting – it’s jolly hard work

At different times we had bushfires at the head of the creek … It’s pretty inaccessible

country and you can’t do much other than fight fire with fire. You need to get down

below it, because it’s that steep that you can’t get water up there, and you’re belting

your innards out and everything else. We lost about 300 sheep there once. I would

have been about twenty at the time, so it would have been about 1948. On the skyline

up there, it was on the next door neighbour’s, they went to burn a break and it got

away from them. We came home for a spell and we went back at ten o’clock this night,

got three packhorses and went over in the pitch-black dark. The fire took off amongst

these oaks and burnt 300 sheep in one hit. We were trying to cart water with packhorses.

I had three packhorses and was trying to get water up to these fellas, and they were

using it quicker than I could go back to the creek and get it in. As I say, with a fire up 

in that type of country you can do more by getting down below it and lighting it and 

letting it burn up into it. It’s jolly hard work. 

Another fire started from lightning over on the Tinagroo side. It burnt from Tinagroo

right over the top of Tinagroo Mountain onto Allan’s country. We were up there for

about five or six days. There were heaps of blokes up there trying to put it out; it was 

a major job, I can assure you. It was all voluntary labour. Every man and his dog comes,
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Mostly social games

Allan’s father built a tennis court. It was only used for a bit of a social game between

the Halls and Allan’s mother, or if she had the odd visitor. Frank Murray, he and his wife

used to play tennis in town and they’d go to town – eighteen miles from their place 

to the post office. And Frank played a bit of cricket. I played a bit, but I was never any

good at it – it was only ever to make up the numbers. They were mostly social games.

You’d have a game of cricket and a few beers after. That was my recreation. 

But when I was looking after the polo ponies I didn’t have time for it. They’d be playing

polo weekends and you’d be in Sydney or Melbourne or Adelaide and you’d be busy

with the horses. Then you’d come home and have a bit of a break, but you couldn’t

break for long because the polo season would be just starting here then. That really

limited my time for recreation. I suppose that was my recreation. I enjoyed it, but 

that about explains why I didn’t get involved in too much sport. Time didn’t permit.

Those balls were pretty good

There were dances at Bunnan, Kars Springs and Scone. We’d go out to a ball some-

times. I was working at a shearing shed at Kars Springs and the fellow I was travelling

with had a car and wouldn’t take me. It was four and a half, nearly five miles from the

property round to the hall. The old owner said, ‘We’ve got a horse here. If you want to

go bad enough you can ride it.’ So that’s what I did. I came home about two o’clock in

the morning riding this horse in a howling frost. I must have had rocks in my head!

I suppose I am old-fashioned, but we used to reckon those balls were pretty good. 

We reckon we had better times than young people of this day and age … In those

days you didn’t go to a dance without a tie and a coat on. You didn’t go anywhere

without a coat on, really. You were asked to leave pretty quickly if you weren’t

dressed with a coat on. Now I don’t think anyone would know how to tie a tie. 

When you finished a dance you’d take your partner back and thank them and go out 

to a car and have a drink. No-one ever really played up or did anything wrong. The

girls were treated as ladies, I must admit that. There used to be a bit of a porch and

the fellas would stand there and they’d sing out ‘waltz’ or ‘quick step’ or whatever.

You’d survey the field – who you’d thought you’d go and get up. We had a good time

… everyone enjoyed themselves.

T O W A R R I  R E M E M B E R E D

Allan’s increasing involvement with the day-to-day running of the
Hendersons’ properties enabled him to observe the wildlife and vegetation.
Of particular interest in this selection are Allan’s perceptions of the 
vegetation along the creek. Land that was formerly clear has now
scrubbed up and is today almost impossible to ride through.

Wildlife and vegetation

I remember the black cockatoos with the red tails. They weren’t so prevalent on the

Middle Brook side as they are on the Dry Creek side. Snakes, quite a few snakes – 

a lot of Red-Bellied Black Snakes. They’re pretty harmless; they seem to be more intent

on getting away from you. There is still a lot of kangaroos up there, and wombats.

Plenty of wombats. You’ve got to be careful riding about. There’s a lot of bull grass 

and if you’re not careful your horse can put its foot in a wombat hole and possibly

break its leg, or something like that. Or you’re blundering around in the half-dark and

the next thing you know you’re down to your knee in a wombat hole. You can’t see

because sometimes there’s bull grass up two feet high. Makes you keep your wits

about you. 

There’s an odd one or two rock wallabies, but they are jolly hard to see. You might 

happen to see one – they are sort of there and then not there. Little scrubbers, I used

to call them; little red fellas with a whippy tail. I don’t know whether they  are the Rock

Wallabies, but they’re pretty intriguing-looking little things. They are not  very high.

When I first went on the country, the Murrays were at Glen Murray and there were

people living at Willowdene. You could ride along the creek and see right along. But

now the vegetation is so thick you’d have a job to get through it, with vines and what-

ever. Stinging trees: they have a broad leaf and if you touch one you’ll itch for days and

days. I’ve seen a dog get a touch on the tail and it almost went off its head. Apparently

they’re pretty potent, but fortunately I had them explained to me early on. You’d be 

riding along and you wanted to cross the creek, and if you were not watching and 

you could ride under it and probably get stung on the face or the arm.

Life was not all hard work, particularly in later years, and Allan Lawler,
like the Hendersons, enjoyed what time off he had.While he wasn’t
much of a sportsman,Allan played the occasional game of cricket. And
went to the odd ball. In the early years, tending the Hendersons’ polo
horses occupied his time fully and to him was a form of recreation.
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They kept us in tucker

Braeside was about 3700 acres. Dad had a few cattle, and Merinos – good sheep too,

they were. We had about 1600 sheep and about 50 or 60 head of cattle. The cattle were

mixed breeds. We didn’t have many horses; I suppose we had about a dozen. We used

to breed horses and sell them from time to time. We had more rabbits than anything.

There was thousands of rabbits, tens of thousands. Dad was a very good tracker – 

he served his time at it in the Depression days – and in twelve months we had ’em 

pretty good. We sold the skins. They kept us in tucker, because the skins were worth a 

bit of money. We used to feed the cooked rabbits to the pigs. We had about 50 or 60 pigs.

We did well out of Braeside. We bought sheep before the wool prices went up and 

we shore them and got good prices for the wool for two years.

During the time they owned Braeside, the Wicks were fortunate enough
to have good seasons. Stan and his father were always busy with various
jobs around the place and often used to team up with their neighbours
to get the work done. In these extracts, Stan talks about some aspects of
sheep work and goes on to describe his neighbours and how important
they were.

We’ve always been busy

We had the sheep grazing all over the property. Dry Creek, that was a big paddock.

There’s Big Braeside and there’s the Road Paddock and then there’s Kelly’s Creek – 

we had ’em all over. The pasture was pretty good but it got dry at times. There were

clovers after we got rid of the rabbits, red grass and bull grass. The chap that owned 

it before was Ned Seville and he reckoned he’d been there eight years and he’d had

eight years of drought, but after we went there it rained and while we were there 

we had a good season, real good. We never did any pasture improvement, never had

enough money because Dad paid 8000 pound for the property and a couple of wool

cheques went to pay for it.

We’ve always been busy. My dad was a terrific worker. We did a lot of fencing work.

We used wooden posts and steel netting. We’d transport the materials using 

packhorses. We’d come home each night because we always had something to do – 

dogs to feed or water, or the homestead to look after, calves to shut up so you could

get some milk next morning. Things like that.

T O W A R R I  R E M E M B E R E D

Stan Wicks
Stanley Albert Wicks was born in Merriwa in 1923, the son of Harry 
and Robina May Wicks, née Holman. He grew up in the Scone area,
living on various stations where his father worked. Stan tells some wonderful
stories which demonstrate his resourcefulness and independence. Perhaps
being the eldest of eleven children had something to do with it. Stan and
his younger sister rode ponies to school each day through Redbank and
out onto the Moobi Road. Each morning before riding to school, he
used to milk eight cows. In the evening he would do the same again.
Stan, by his own admission, wasn’t very good at school. He had other
things on his mind.

I wanted to be at the saleyards

I used to get memory lapses because I wanted to be at saleyards buying cows. I left

school at thirteen. I did two years – I didn’t go to school until I was nearly ten, I think.

But it was the best education, because there was a male teacher there and he was

really really good. Mr White was his name, and he just concentrated on the three Rs.

He was very kind but he was very strict too.

The family moved to Scone where Stan’s father had a milk run.At
twelve years of age Stan went to saleyards and bought his first cow for 
46 bob.Three years later Stan was leasing the farm that the family had
lived on some years earlier.As Stan said, ‘I was a very capable young man.’

Stan’s father ‘got sick of dairying’ and went up to Middle Brook and
bought Braeside in the 1940s, where they lived for about two years.
The Wicks family had known of Braeside for many years because Stan
used to go up there to visit a young woman who lived at Willowdene,
next door to Braeside. In this extract Stan explains a little about the stock,
including feral rabbits.
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Stan’s mother never lived full-time at Braeside while it was owned by 
the family. Instead she lived in Scone and tended to the other children
and their education. During school holidays, and when the men were
shearing, Mrs Wicks would go up to the property and help out.

Mum lived in town

Mum loved the town, she hated the bush. She was just the opposite to me: I loved 

the bush. Mum didn’t want to go up to Braeside because she wanted to educate her

daughters. There were six girls. So Dad and I we went to Braeside and Dad used to 

go into town on weekends. Mum would come up if we were doing any shearing or

crutching. During the school holidays she’d take the kids up there. 

When we were at Braeside I remember seeing as many as twenty sit up around the table.

People coming in off the road. They’d be carrying their swags and they’d be hungry.

After his father sold Braeside, Stan was able to maintain his connection to
the property when he took up the mail run. So strong were his feelings
for Braeside that he once approached Alick Henderson with the intention
of buying the property. Even though he wasn’t able to purchase Braeside,
in all the years since, Stan left he has never been too far away.

Braeside was lovely

After Dad sold Braeside I used to run the mail up. We had no money but we’d do 

anything for a dollar or a pound, so I took the mail run up the Middle Brook on a horse

and sulky twice a week. I’d ride up to Glen Murray, which was twenty mile. It took

nearly a full day. I used to pick the mail up from the post office about seven in the

morning and take it up. I used to be up at Mrs Murray’s – she lived at Glen Murray –

and supplied with a cup of tea at about ten or half past. I’d have a fair load. I used to

take them bread and anything else they’d want. I did the mail run for about four years 

in the forties.

Braeside was lovely. It was entirely different to what I was used to, but I didn’t 

like town. I love the country. I’ve never moved anywhere, I’ve never been to Sydney. 

If I’d sheared for longer I would have travelled the sheds, seen a bit of country. 

But I got married in 1951. I wanted to settle down; I didn’t want to trip around. 

Dad, he used to move a lot, but we haven’t moved very far.

T O W A R R I  R E M E M B E R E D

Sheep work at Braeside

I wanted to learn to shear and my father used to say to me, there’s only one way you

can learn to shear and that’s to get out and get a run, so I said, ‘Well that’s what I’m

going to do.’ Dad didn’t really like that very much and so I said, ‘Well, when I come

back I’ll be able to shear your sheep for you.’

Dad knew a bit about wool because he used to work for a station in Merriwa. He did

the classing of the wool, and Stuart Hayne, he lived next door to Braeside, he’d come

and help with the shearing. At that time I was only able to shear about 60 a day. Stuart

would do about 100, so we’d do about 160 a day. We did the pressing and everything

else ourselves. At the end of the season a carrier would collect the wool and take it 

to Newcastle. Shearing lasted about three weeks.

Each day we’d start work at daylight. We’d milk a cow and do quite a few jobs, then

head to our horses and probably muster a few sheep. You relied heavily on your dogs

when you were mustering. We had about five or six kelpies. We used to muster on foot

and horseback. There’d be a day’s work to get the sheep all together because they walk

about in mobs. If you got ten in a mob that’s a big mob. When we dipped ’em we had

to drive them down the road to a dip on the Hendersons’ property. Frank Murray from

Glen Murray, he’d drive his down and we’d drive ours. Stuart Hayne would drive 

his too. They had a good dip there. We’d do that about a month after shearing.

Good neighbours

Frank Murray was at Glen Murray. He was a good bloke, he was a real bushman. 

He could walk uphill quicker than you could walk down. Gave his kids a good education, 

or the best he could. He was an athletic bloke – played cricket, tennis. He wouldn’t 

give his weekends away for anything, he always played tennis and cricket. 

Alick Henderson was a great bushman, and he was a character too. He was a tall 

bloke, about six foot six with a mo, and he had a memory like an elephant. I shore 

a lot for him and then he’d start telling stories and we’d sit down and we’d forget

about the shearing. 

Stuart Hayne was at Willowdene and was a true friend. He was a good bushman, 

good axeman and shearer. I reckon he’d been up there twenty years. He grew up 

at Bunnan. 

Up there you always helped each other out. You never lived on their doorstep, but if

they wanted something done – shearing, or things like that – you went and helped, 

or if they wanted a hand to do a bit of fence or something, it was really good.
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When Glen Murray was sold to the Hendersons it was 1000 acres. My parents had

gradually built it up from the original selection over time. Even at 1000 acres the

property was considered a small one. It was hard to make a good living out of

a property of that size. However, a property of a similar size, better flatter country,

you’d make more money more easily. I guess it wasn’t so much the acreage as

the type of country that made it harder to make a living.

Throughout its long history Glen Murray was used primarily for sheep
and cattle grazing.At different times, however, reflecting the aspirations
of successive occupants, changes were made.

There was too little area to farm, other than a couple of small cultivation paddocks

where they used to grow some oats to feed a few fat lambs. Basically it was sheep

and cattle, but there was some timber industry there some years ago. There were two

small mills on the property in the very early days where they milled hardwood and

cedar. They used the cedar for various things in the house. My grandfather had bullock

teams, and I have seen photographs of him driving the teams hauling logs.

They had beef cattle. I can remember my father running Devon cattle and Merino

wethers and some crossbred lambs which we used to take to market. Merino wethers

were for the wool and we tried to earn a few extra pounds with the fat lamb market

in Scone. We’d take a ute load of lambs in every Tuesday to the sale. They were

brought for butchering.

T O W A R R I  R E M E M B E R E D

The bullock team at
Glen Murray at the time
F.P. Murray was managing
the property. Note the car garage
visible in the background.
Paul Murray remembered that
his parents bought their first
car in 1927.
Photo courtesy Paul Murray.

Paul Murray
Paul Murray was born in Scone in June 1950.Today he lives in Merriwa
with his family, not far from Glen Murray, the property within Towarri
National Park where he spent much of his childhood. Paul’s recollections
of his early life on Glen Murray demonstrate how powerful childhood
memories can be. He provides keen observations regarding the running
of the property and the work his mother and father did. He also tells
of his own involvement in work around the property, helping his father
with mustering and other chores. Paul has fond memories of his time
at Glen Murray, and he often returns there to remember old times
and to share stories with his children.

Paul Murray has a long-standing connection to the country now
within Towarri National Park. In 1862, Paul’s great-great-grandfather,
Hugh Brian Murray, selected land at the head of the Middle Brook.
In this extract Paul speculates on why his ancestors may have selected
Glen Murray and explains how ownership and management of the
property passed from one generation to the next.

A family property

I really don’t know why they went so far up the creek, whether it was because they

were from the high country in Ireland. It was an awful long way to go, particularly in

the horse and cart days. It’s very steep and there aren’t many flat areas around it at all.

The property was in the family from 1862 to May of 1965 when it was sold to Mr Alick

Henderson. I imagine, after Hugh Brian Murray died, that his son Denis Hanley would

have continued with the running of the property, then his son, Francis Patrick,

who in turn then handed it over to my father, Francis Joseph. My father ran it from

the late forties through till ’65 when he sold it and moved to Scone. 

My father did other work when he was growing up. He did shearing around the district.

He managed Braeside, further down the creek, for Goldsbrough Mort in the late thirties.

I’m not sure about the war years. He enlisted in the Volunteer Defence Corps in the

Scone area, but he would have run the property when my grandfather retired and

moved to Scone. He would have taken over the running in his own right. My father,

when he and my mother married, managed a property down the creek, but then they

moved back to Glen Murray and lived there with his parents for a while until they

moved into Scone.
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do the mustering and he and Mum would do the wool rolling and classing between

them. If us children were there we would help in the shed, sweeping up and mustering

and whatnot. We’d do our school work at night when time permitted. It came last,

unfortunately.

A lot more of your living was done on credit in those days – with your wool firm or

the shops in town, like M. Campbell and Company, or Clarry Fletchers. Clarry Fletchers

was a marvellous little shop: produce, hardware, groceries. You name it he had it.

Those businesses always looked after the property owners very very well. When 

you got your wool cheque you went around and paid them all up. Normally monthly

accounts. If you weren’t financial they’d carry you for a while, but my parents always

believed, my father in particular, that if you couldn’t afford it you didn’t buy it. He

wouldn’t go into debt; he’d try and work harder or not have it until he could afford it. 

In some regards they had a better philosophy, didn’t they, really? There seems to be

more people going broke these days with credit cards and not knowing how to use

them than back in the early days.

Paul was fifteen years of age when he left Glen Murray. However, during
the time he spent on the property he helped his father whenever he could.
Paul preferred sowing, mustering and other manual tasks to school work.

A bucket over your arm and a handful of seed

It was hard land to farm. It the early days there were no tractors, of course. When 

I was growing up we still had draught horses. Prior to that they had bullock teams.

I don’t remember the bullock teams but I do remember the draught horses – driving

three or four draught horses in front of a plough, ploughing a paddock or scarifying it.

Sowing was done by hand. You’d walk along with a two- or three-gallon bucket over

your arm and with a handful of seed you’d broadcast it as you walked up and down

the paddock. You’d hope you got a good cover of sowing when it was completed.

My father did it that way most of his working life.

Mustering

When we were mustering there were certain landmarks you had to find in the paddocks.

You had to go past the blue teapot or the kerosene tin which would be hanging in trees,

left there for some reason. Perhaps they were doing some poisoning of prickly pears

and things but they had left a kero tin hanging in a tree for some probably silly reason,

but when you were mustering that paddock you had to go past that tin if you were on

that track. If you didn’t see it you would be sent back until you saw it so Dad knew we

went past it correctly and didn’t miss any sheep. It was quite good, really. 

T O W A R R I  R E M E M B E R E D

Making ends meet

Dad had to go off the property and do work in shearing sheds, wool rolling, 

to supplement the income while Mum stayed at home with us or by herself and 

just kept things ticking over.

I remember when I went away to boarding school there were two years from 1961 

or thereabouts when Dad had to go and get some work. My brother was at boarding

school at Armidale, and I went to Aberdeen boarding school. I guess he had to get

money in to cover the costs of boarding school. Having a background in shearing over

many many years, it was quite easy for him to fit in to the shearing shed with the

shearing contractors around the properties. There was quite a bit of work around the

area: Reg Foreman in later years, before him Bill Palmer and Ivan Letchford – they had

shearing teams. Dad worked for those three people at different times, wool rolling

throughout the Upper Hunter. He’d be away all week. He’d leave Sunday afternoon

sometimes, depending on where he had to go to. They’d camp away in the sheds all

week and he’d work eight hour days in the shearing shed then get back home and work

all day Saturday and Sunday just checking stock and doing whatever needed to be done

urgently before he went back away again. 

It would have been very hard. In two days you couldn’t really do very much, but you

would pick your times when you’d be away. Cattle were pretty self-sufficient. Devon

were a hardy breed and they were pretty right. The sheep, well, they were checked

regularly, and with the shearing going on it wasn’t really a bad fly time, so there wasn’t

any worry there. He didn’t shear at weekends. He did his before the other sheds started

or after they had finished; it couldn’t have been done at the same time. Another chap

from down the creek would come and do the extra shearing for him. Dad would

F.J. Murray as a young man,
in the foreground, with 

his father, F.P. Murray, looking
on in the woolshed yards

at Glen Murray.
Photo (c. 1930s) courtesy

Paul Murray.
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You had to be very aware all the time of how many stock you had on. Being so hilly

and not so good for grazing, you didn’t carry a great number of cattle or sheep to the

acre. Drought made running the property even more financially difficult.

Bushfires and burning off

I didn’t see any bad bushfires up there when I was little or growing up. We had a few

fires, but nothing we hadn’t lit ourselves and controlled. It’s pretty important in that 

sort of country – it needs looking after, with areas burnt out occasionally to save a real

problem, particularly with stock around. 

We would pick a time, just coming out of winter before it got really dry, and you’d go

around and light small areas, just let them burn gradually, keeping an eye on them so

they wouldn’t get away. We didn’t go and light half the property or anything like that;

you’d just do certain areas, watch it, supervise it and put it out if it was getting too far

along. If you did it properly it couldn’t get away from you. If you left it for months or

years till there was a great build-up of excess foliage from trees or dead grass, 

it would just get away. In certain areas you might only do a paddock every couple of

years, depending on just where it was. But you wouldn’t burn a whole paddock out 

at once; you’d just burn out certain areas.

Native fauna were part of life at Glen Murray. On a grazing property,
kangaroos and wombats often meant more work around the place,
particularly fencing repairs.While some bird species were admired,
others were regarded as pests, and Paul regularly spent time in the
orchard shooting at birds to keep them away from the fruit. Kangaroos
were sometimes shot on Glen Murray to provide food for the sheep
dogs. Foxes were poisoned, and Paul recalls that his father, like Stan
Wicks’s, made some additional money trapping rabbits when they were
in abundance.

Native wildlife and feral animals

There were various species of kangaroos, wallabies and wallaroos. Grey kangaroos, 

of course. Black wallaroos, scrub wallabies, foxes, wombats. There were also rock 

wallabies right up on the top, on the higher scrubby areas. Little fellas, they were very

quick. Wombats and roos were a nuisance with the fences. They’d knock the fences

around very badly, break holes in them big enough for sheep to get through. You’d have

to try and fix them up with netting or limbs or bits of log, whatever you had at your 

disposal up in the higher parts. You’d check fences when you were mustering. You’d

have wire and some pliers with you, and you’d repair them as you went around. Or

you’d go back and fix them another day if you didn’t have time on that particular day. 
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When we were mustering, the sheep would be grazing in the high country. You’d have

to go up fairly high to get them. Quite often they would camp in some of the clearer

areas up near the top. It’s quite green and lush in some of those areas. From the house

it was about an hour and a half to two hours, just depending which paddock you were

going to. You’d leave early in the morning and ride down the road then into the paddock

and up to muster it, and often you’d bring the sheep back and put them in the yards

overnight, dress them or crutch them and take them back. Depending on what we had

to do we might have taken them a mile or so down the road to the wether shed. A bit

further down there were cattle yards that we used to do our cattle work in.

Living on the land meant Paul learnt to observe its changes.With the aid
of old photographs, his memory and regular visits as an adult, Paul has
seen clearing, cultivation, grazing and its cessation transform the landscape.

A changing landscape

The land has changed a lot over the years. When I was a boy it was fairly heavily 

timbered, particularly the higher country, with stringy bark and some box. Right up the

head of the creek there was some gum. In the lower area, my father cleared a couple

of the paddocks to try and open it up for better grazing land. But it is very hilly country

running right up to Mount Tinagroo itself, which is the highest peak at the back north-

west corner of the property. We didn’t own right to the top; what we owned was short

of the head of the creek by about a mile and a half. The land was mainly grass – 

it wasn’t very rough rocky country like it is further down the creek coming up through 

a property called Dalley’s. It’s not like that, it’s quite good soil, quite a lot of bull grass 

on it, which is a very tough grass not all that good for grazing. But at certain times 

of the year when you burnt it off it would come back and be quite nice and succulent 

for the sheep and cattle to graze on.

Paul talks about the importance of fire in encouraging and maintaining
pasture. He describes the regular burn-offs they had to reduce the fire load
on the property, as well as measures taken to feed stock during drought.

Lopping trees to feed the cattle

I can remember the 1965 drought, but prior to that one there were other droughts and 

I assisted my father. We’d go down and lop trees to feed the cattle – some of the oak

trees down on the creek. We’d chop the younger ones down, or the limbs off the bigger

ones, for the cattle to eat. We didn’t have many Kurrajong trees, only a handful, but

they are good feed for stock.
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That was before he sold the property and after he had finished in the sheds. He needed

to do that to supplement the property. That’s why I think he made the decision not to

saddle Denis and/or myself with it – because it would have been too difficult to make

a living. He could see things were getting harder and harder with a smaller holding,

and in 1965 there was a bad drought and Alick Henderson offered him a price and he

accepted it. Alick was all around us on three sides, you see, and Mackays on the other.

So it suited and fitted into Alick’s property to purchase it.

I was only fifteen when my parents sold the property, so I don’t really know if I was

keen to take it over. You don’t really know what you want to do at that age. But I hadn’t

entertained the thought of not being there – I just suppose I thought we would be.

When I was away at school at Maitland, boarding with my sister Pat, we got word 

that Mum and Dad were planning to sell and that we would be moving out in May.

They explained that when I came home for holidays we would be moving to Scone. 

I was a bit disappointed, losing the pony and different things like that after all those

years. But having been away and having had a taste of town life, it didn’t seem 

as bad as if it could have been if I was up there all the time.

As a conclusion to his interview, Paul explains how he feels about
Glen Murray today.

You get a bit sentimental

We go back to the property occasionally … We go for a picnic and have a look around.

Take some photographs. Last time we went we had a barbecue just below the cattle

yards. You get a bit sentimental when you go up and have a look. Seeing how it is

now to how it was then. Seeing how it’s deteriorated – that’s probably the wrong

word – how it’s become overgrown in some regards through lack of stocking and

working of the land.

My strongest memory is of the freedom up there, of being able to go anywhere, and

having a good little pony to ride around on. Just being able to come and go, charge

around the place, unrestricted. Going shooting, having fun. It was also very lonely

in a sense. My brother was six years older than me and he went away to school 

when I was five or six. He only came home on holidays, and the rest of the time 

I was there by myself. I’d do my schoolwork and roam around, or you’d be mustering

and helping. You’d make your own fun, your own games and play. A lot of city children

wouldn’t understand that. They wouldn’t be able to comprehend how you could make

your own fun with just nothing. But you did, and enjoyed it.
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Up in the top end there were some black cockatoos – they are quite a pretty bird – 

plus the king parrots, rosellas, an eagle occasionally. Of course, there were all the little

birds, like swallows and things like that. There were also little grey birds with black

beaks we used to call leather heads. They’d eat the fruit. So would the currawongs. 

We had an orchard just behind the house and quite a number of trees: apples, pears,

peaches. I used to be kept quite busy shooting birds at different times if they were in

attacking the fruit. They were in abundance. If you shot one, ten would come back, 

so it was a losing battle.

There were, in the early days, a lot of rabbits up there. My father did a lot of rabbit

trapping back in the Depression years. He’d sell the skins for the money, of course. 

You had to do whatever you could do, or go where you could, to get a bit of money. 

We used to cull rabbits, foxes and kangaroos a bit on the property – there were quite 

a few because it was heavily timbered; it was a haven for them. In some places they

used to have roo drives. We never had roo drives; we would just go out and shoot

a few occasionally. Basically they were left to their own devices, except for going out

and getting one for the dogs occasionally. We poisoned the foxes by running a trail

around the various paddocks and dropping baits. They would eat the lambs as soon

as they were born. 

There’s probably wild pigs up there now, and goats as well. There were wild dogs way

back. I remember seeing dingo traps up there that my grandfather or his father may

have used. Through the 1970s I guess things started to change through the lack of

population up there.

In 1965, Paul’s parents decided to sell Glen Murray. Here, Paul describes
the sense of disappointment experienced by the family at the loss of
the property.

Family matters

I think in those days it was fairly typical that the sons inherited the land and worked it

while the girls married moved away. Denis and I – Denis is my brother – we weren’t

really given the opportunity to stay. Our father had made a decision to sell the property

because it was getting too hard to make money on such a small acreage given the 

conditions: droughts, the odd bushfire and different things. So he made the decision

when he was offered a price, and it was a good price at the time and he sold out.

When my parents sold the property it was a bit of wrench, particularly for my father.

He’d been there all his life and worked it. It would have been very hard. In latter years

he was working casually with the Halls, the people that owned Cressfield and Dalley’s.
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During the time the Murrays owned the property, Patricia remembered
two houses. Unfortunately the house that Patricia grew up in on Glen
Murray was destroyed by fire after they sold the property. Here Patricia
recalls what she can of the original house her great-grandparents and
grandparents lived in, and then goes on to describe the design and layout
of the house she lived in as a child.

Glen Murray homes

There were two houses. The first one was towards the entrance of the property. It was

better terrain than up further. Then, about the time my father was born, my grandfather

built a house further up the road, probably about a mile. I think the first house was built

by Denis Hanley. I can vaguely remember it: it was just like all those slab houses you

see. It wasn’t very big.

I’m not sure how many rooms the house had originally. It was built much like the

houses that they would have lived in in Ireland. They fitted a lot of people in a small

space back in those days. Not every kid had its own room – they didn’t when I was 

a kid. I don’t remember any outhouses but I suppose there must have been. My great-

grandparents, Denis Hanley and his wife, died in 1922. I wasn’t born until 1934 and

my memory goes back to around 1940 when the house was demolished.

A house built by Grandfather

My grandfather built the house I lived in that was further up the road. It was one of

those houses where at the front you went up about eight steps. It was just like a square

– it didn’t show much architectural imagination. You walked in and there were two

T O W A R R I  R E M E M B E R E D

This house at Glen Murray
was built by Paul Murray and
Patricia Farrell’s grandfather
in the 1940s. It was destroyed
by fire in the 1980s.
Photo courtesy Paul Murray.

Patricia Farrell
Patricia May Farrell, née Murray, was born in Sydney on 1 January 1934.
Patricia, like her brother Paul Murray, has a connection to Towarri
National Park which dates back to 1862 when her great-great-grandfather
selected 100 acres (40 hectares) at the head of Middle Creek, known today
as Middle Brook.

In the following extracts Patricia provides us with some delightful
insights into her childhood on a country property. She describes the
landscape and the house she grew up in, the chores she had to do, and
mustering on horseback.

Always in the family

The property had been in the Murray family all along until Hendersons bought it in

1965. In the early years I presume they had sheep and cattle on the property like my

grandfather and father. I presume that’s what the earlier ones did also. There’s an 

obituary about my great-great-grandfather – that was Hugh Brian. It tells how he 

died chopping down trees to feed cattle in a drought, so they certainly had cattle,

but whether they had sheep or not I’m not too sure. The property wasn’t as big 

then as it was later on, because my grandfather acquired more land.

The property was originally called Ashgrove. Well, that’s what Dad always said. 

This is the story, and I don’t know if it’s true or not: They went out there and they built

their first fire the first night (like there was no buildings or anything). The ashes of 

the fire were there and they said, ‘Yes, we will call it Ashgrove.’ I’ve never heard 

of it being Ashgrove except in that story from Dad.

Glen Murray wasn’t naturally good grazing country.As Patricia explains,
it required considerable work to maintain it as pasture.

It’s not good country

It wasn’t a particularly good property. As you go up the valley you’ll see what I mean

by good properties – all these lovely river flats and lots of nice green feed, and even 

in bad times it’s good as far as grass is concerned. I don’t know what they must have

thought when they first got there. They must have worked their backs off to get it

cleared, because it’s mountainous and up high it’s rocky. It’s like photos you see of 

the Glens and things in Scotland. Quite honestly, I think they should have left it to

the kangaroos, much as I love the place.
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The Murray children helped their parents with various jobs. In the
following excerpts, Patricia explains how she would lend a helping hand
mustering, shearing and getting the baits ready for the hordes of rabbits.

Helping out

We just generally helped around the place. We mostly had enough water, so we 

didn’t have to fetch water. It was only if we had a really bad dry season that we had 

to get water from the creek for washing and baths. I don’t think we ever had to drink it,

though it wouldn’t have mattered if we did – it was beautiful water. The men used to

bring it up in a kerosene tins.

We used to feed the dogs and the chooks, and we’d help dad with the mustering and

shearing. He used to do his own shearing. Our property didn’t run a sheep to the acre,

which is good, but we didn’t run anything like that so we didn’t have 1000 sheep. He

used to do his own shearing and mostly it was in the September school holidays. Mum

used to go over and do the wool rolling and classing, and we used to sweep up the

floor between each sheep or grab the tar pot if he happened to cut one, which wasn’t

very often. My father did it all himself – my brothers were not old enough to help him.

Occasionally there was a cousin from one side of the family or other there for a while

to help out. I can remember one cousin, Dad’s first cousin from Wollongong, used to be

there a lot. I don’t know if he did much work. Then there was a cousin of Dad’s, on the

Murrays’ side; he was there for a few years about the time that I left school. He was

on wages. A couple of Mum’s brothers were there on and off. One was there before 

he went to war. But Dad didn’t have permanent help. Mum used to go and help him

muster and do whatever needed to be done around the place.

Patricia, like her brother Paul, has vivid memories of mustering.

Mustering around the blue teapot

When we did the mustering we would have these landmarks. Dad used to be some

way away. It’s so hilly, and my sister and I would be over in another part and he would

be yelling at us. Up in the top of one of the paddocks, right up in the mountain where

it joins Tinagroo, there was a blue teapot. Don’t ask me how that blue teapot got up

there. ‘You been around the blue teapot?’ he’d ask. ‘Yes, Dad,’ we’d say. Anyway, we

always got all the sheep. You had to track – he told you where to go and where the

sheep would be – and you would just gather them all up and once you got a couple

going the others would just follow. We thought it was great. We were on horses. 

You couldn’t do it walking and you couldn’t do it on a motorbike either like they do

these days.
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Wool shorn on
Glen Murray off to market.
Photo courtesy Paul Murray.

rooms; you didn’t walk into a hall, you walked into a room. Then you walked out into 

a room that went across and there was a fireplace in there, so that was the sitting room.

There was another bedroom off that which wasn’t used much in my grandparents’ days,

only when visitors came. Off that, which wouldn’t have been on the original house 

when my parents were married, they built a room on the side end of the house.

There was a large kitchen. It’s hard to remember the size, because when you are 

a kid everything seems big. It was a big farmhouse kitchen with a big family table, 

and another table alongside with a basin in which you did the washing up. Then off

that there was a storeroom which later became a bathroom. They used to get all their

stores in big bags. Bags of sugar and flour and anything else that you wanted to store

was kept in there. Then out the back door there were a few tanks around to catch all

the rain. After my grandfather died in 1953, Dad had the back part knocked down 

and built a new kitchen and did away with the storeroom and made a bathroom. 

When we were kids we just used to have a bath in the big brown tub in front of the

fire, which was a much better idea, I think. But Dad had a bathroom put in with a heater

because we didn’t have electricity.

The Murrays lived without many of the conveniences which today 
we find it difficult to manage without. Patricia talks about some of the
logistical difficulties the lack of modern services caused.

No wonder Mum wanted to get to town

There was no electricity or phone up until when I left there in 1965. It’s incredible,

isn’t it? No wonder my poor mother wanted to get to town. We could have had it put

on at our own expense, but back in those days it wasn’t any big deal because that’s 

the way it was with a lot of people. You could have your own generator, but it wasn’t 

a thriving property by any means. We weren’t the gentry. 

It was dreadful when you were away, like my sister and myself were. If you were going

home on days off you had to get a letter home, and you wouldn’t get a reply for five days

or a week because they would have to wait for the next mail day when the mailman

went out to send a letter back to say, ‘We’ll meet you at so and so.’ You always knew

that they would, but you just had to wait for the reply. It meant that you had to know

a fair way ahead when your days off were. You really needed six days to go home,

because you had to get the train up and back and you would really only have one day

up there. People didn’t go up and down the roads then, even in the fifties, like they do

now. I’d go by steam train up to Scone. Steam trains don’t hold any romantic ideas

for me whatsoever. You’d need a bath when you got there.
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stuff sent out from the shops like Campbell’s, which was the big shop in Scone at the

time. They used to have a truck that came out about every three months or whenever

they had enough people wanting enough stuff.

Patricia remembers that her family had quite a bit to do with the neigh-
bours.The women would get together for a chat over a cup of tea and
some homemade cake.At other times the families would share a meal
together.Walking down and back from the Hayne’s home in the evening
was perilous, given the condition of the track between the two homes.

The neighbours visit and the good china came out 

Mr and Mrs Haynes were our neighbours in my day. They lived down the road, down

towards Scone a bit. That house is still there – Willowdene, the property is called. 

We used to go and visit. The women used to come for afternoon tea and the good

china and everything came out, cakes and all. So they used to visit and of course we

kids were skittled outside. Put your head around the corner and you’d get a black look.

We’d be given something to eat and scooted. We’d go down there for a meal and

they’d come up for a meal. Not that often, I don’t think. We used to walk down there.

Dad used to go away shearing when I was young, before I went away to school. 

I remember walking down one time, having tea and coming back in the dark I don’t

know how. We must have been mad. I don’t think we could get hurt, but it’s not 

a  very good track, even on its good days.

Quite philosophically, Patricia reflects on the sale of Glen Murray to the
Henderson family in 1965.Times were difficult, with wool prices having
fallen to just under 60 pence per pound in 1964, which was less than half
the price wool had reached in 1950 –1951.

Selling Glen Murray

Alick Henderson had been trying to get our property for years because he owned all

the property around it and we were just this little bit in the middle. Alick asked Dad

once again, I suppose, and Dad opened his mouth with what he thought was too much,

because he didn’t think Al could come to the party. Alick just said ‘yes’. Dad still could

have backed out, because he hadn’t signed anything. I think he did the right thing,

because Paul probably would have stayed there, but it’s too hard a job for one person,

a property like that, and it would have needed too much money spending on it to get 

it up to scratch.
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Sometimes as many as 300 rabbits a night

There used to be a rabbit inspector who used to come riding up there. He didn’t go off

the road, mind you, or up into the hills anywhere. He didn’t have to, I don’t suppose.

Just by looking around he was able to tell you how many rabbits you had. They were

considered noxious. You had to get rid of the rabbits – that was before myxomatosis hit

them. Dad used to go out and set traps and later lay baits. He would go out late in the

evening and sometimes he would go out around ten at night. I don’t know why he didn’t

break his neck. Then he would reset them and go out early in the morning. When they

put baits out he would get a lot, sometimes as many as 300 rabbits in a night. 

On occasion I would go out with him, perhaps in the afternoon. For the baits he used to

dig thistle roots. There were a lot of Scotch thistles up there. Because the rabbits can

smell humans, we used to go down to the creek with him and scrub. You would scrub

all these roots, like you do potatoes before you cook them. Then he would cut them in

little strips about an inch and a half long and sit them out in the sun in a tin or some-

thing to get them really dry. After that he would sprinkle sugar and strychnine on them,

then we would go just putting it down wherever there were rabbit droppings. In the

morning you would go around picking up the rabbits.

Sometimes even a trip from Scone to Glen Murray was a bit of a chore,
especially in the heat of summer. In this extract Patricia talks about the
journeys she and her sister made to Glen Murray with the mailman,
where they helped out by opening each of the gates along the route.
The preferred alternative was a car trip with her parents.

The old mailman thought it was great

We used to come out to Glen Murray with this chap on the horse and sulky, which 

was great fun for the first trip. We used to leave Scone at seven o’clock or some

ungodly hour and get to our place about ten. There were thirteen gates on the road in

those days, and of course he thought it was great, the old mailman, ’cos these kids got

out and opened all the gates and threw all the mail in the boxes for him and everything.

We did that a couple of times and went back with him sometimes, but it wasn’t much

fun, especially in the summertime. Otherwise our parents came and collected us – 

took us out and brought us back. These days you’d jump into the car and go to the shop.

During the war years there was petrol rationing, and four gallons of petrol a month wasn’t

much, so the car didn’t go out unless it was absolutely necessary. When I was really

small right up until I went to school and even after, we didn’t go to town probably 

more than twice a year. They used to send things out in the mail – they used to get
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Beverlee Adams
Beverlee Jill Louisa Adams was born in Homebush, New South Wales,
on 14 December 1931.After travelling extensively around Australia,
Beverlee and her husband settled in the Scone district in 1968, living 
initially on a property in Parkville. In 1972 they moved to Milo, a 400-
acre (162-hectare) property which they subsequently named Sans Tache.
The property is situated along Dry Creek and adjoins Towarri National
Park to the east.

As long as she can remember, Beverlee has wanted to be on the land.
Her husband was a veterinary surgeon, and treating racehorses, especially
infertile mares, was his life’s work.The Adams’s had their own stallions and
so needed to have plenty of room. On the property Beverlee ran cattle
and her husband had horses, as well as several dogs and cats.

Beverlee’s memories demonstrate her passion and commitment to 
environmental issues. Her love of the land and appreciation of its flora 
and fauna provide a wonderful account of one person’s love of the country.

Moving to Sans Tache

Jim Fuller had called the property Milo and I thought that was a pretty prosaic name,

although it does mean strength. I thought Sans Tache was much more in keeping with

its beauty. Sans Tache [‘without blemish’] is halfway up Dry Creek. The property joins

the Wingen Maid. That’s on the eastern side, and the western side is Crown land and

over that hill is Middle Brook. 

The Fullers owned this 400 acres – that was Jim and then Reg, his brother. Pearl

Wilson has 200 acres further up and they had an orchard on that and a few head of

cattle. The property has a little tiny homestead called ‘The Nest’ and it was delightful

when I first saw it. It was still a slab hut then, before somebody modernised it.

What is today Sans Tache was formerly part of a large and well-known
Upper Hunter property called Cressfield until it was opened up for 
selection in the 1860s. Beverlee shares what she knows about early 
settlement along Dry Creek.

Early settlement along Dry Creek

This whole area had once been part of the horse paddock for Cressfield. There is an old

post and rail fence, you can still find remnants of it where they fenced, where this valley

closes right in on these two points here. They had this wonderful place where horses

couldn’t get out and where they could keep their stallions and mares. They would just

come in and muster and castrate the colts and take out what they wanted.
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Now Glen Murray is no longer in private ownership, Patricia and her
family will be able to visit and observe the land change yet again. In this
passage Patricia explains how she felt about the property becoming 
a national park.

Now a national park

At first I was disappointed when they bought it, because it wasn’t going to be kept

as it always had been, fenced and well looked after. But now I think that if it’s just 

let run wild like it was 100 years ago, it doesn’t matter ’cos all the wildlife will be

there. At least it’s not going to be – desecrated, I suppose is the word. That’s the

best way I can explain it. 
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Most of the Aborigines were shot pretty early. They were pretty ruthless, the early

settlers. They didn’t pussyfoot around. We were told that there were no Aboriginal

people working on any of the properties around here. They didn’t have an Aboriginal

problem, we were told. There was an Aboriginal reserve at Singleton – that was the

nearest. Around here must have been a very heavily populated area, because there’s

good ducks, there’s plenty of wallabies, there’s caves, there’s shelter. It’s just not 

feasible that Aborigines weren’t here. 

Recently they found some burial sites around Denman in caves. Just bones. I may still

find some burial sites, but I don’t know if I want to. If they’ve been left this long it’s

their land; I’d like to leave them there. I’d hate anyone to ever take my land. It’s their

country. It was their country as much as it’s my country, and if they were buried here

then they should stay here. I feel it’s very significant; it’s a very strange valley.

When Beverlee and her husband first moved to Dry Creek, Beverlee’s
attitudes to the environment were considered odd. Her passionate interest
in the land and the different management style she adopted raised more
than a few eyebrows.Yet times have changed and local people have 
marvelled at the natural resilience of the Adams’s property.

A bit of a greenie

I was seen as a bit of an ‘odd bod’ when I came here because I was a conservation

person. My husband was a respected vet and they wanted his services, but I think they

would have liked to have got rid of me at different stages, because I felt very strongly

that the wildlife had a place in this valley. Now some of them have come back to me

and have said, ‘How come your country responds so quickly after a drought?’ and I’ve

said, ‘Oh, well, it’s a magic fertiliser I use,’ and they’ve said, ‘What’s that?’ and I’ve

said, ‘Kangaroo poo.’ The kangaroos have been here for at least 80 million years. 

Who am I to say they’re not contributing to the soil? 

I will cull – I had too many in the drought. The cattle had to be culled; so did the 

kangaroos. But I do that with the permission of the National Parks and Wildlife.

Beverlee’s commitment to nature and its conservation was demonstrated
in the late sixties when she lobbied the government to have Wingen
Maid declared a national park. Her persistence and commitment paid off:
Wingen Maid was eventually gazetted as a Nature Reserve on 18 October
1974.The Reserve initially consisted of 700 hectares, but in May 1981
another area of over 300 hectares was added, bringing the total area 
protected to 1077 hectares.

T O W A R R I  R E M E M B E R E D

The land was put up for selection after the Robertson’s Land Acts of 1862. To commem-

orate the Acts there are some stone gates at the Scone hospital, and inside the gates

there’s a plaque to Robertson. The Act allowed the settler to select 40 acres, which to

an Irishman coming from Ireland was a lot of land. They just forgot that 40 acres of dry

land here in Australia would kill your heart and break your bank balance. I hold a certain

number of 40-acre portions, which were originally dummied for Cressfield. The owners

paid dummy money to several Irish people who lived at Wingen. Wingen was then

a thriving community with two schools, a state school and a Catholic school. It had

a health spa that went up to the Burning Mountain because they thought that the

sulphurs were good for you. Wingen was where many of the workers were drawn from

for these properties around here. Most of them helped dummy for this land, and when

I say dummy I mean that, because they were paid five pounds by Cressfield to put

their name in for the selection of these 40-acre lots and then when their names were

drawn the group in this valley didn’t give the land back. They kept the five pounds and

the land and there was nothing Cressfield could do about it. 

It was a very sad time because the people who selected here were very poor. They

were rural workers, but of course they wouldn’t get work on Cressfield. They lived in

dirt-floored, very humble houses and they just battled out a living. They used to grow

vegetables on the flats and have little picket fences to try to keep the wallabies off

their vegetables, and then they’d try to sell the vegetables in Scone, which was a long

drive in a buggy, because the roads weren’t good. This would be the 1860s or ’70s. 

I think there would have been a lot of heartache.

Beverlee feels the valley and its features have a special significance,
particularly to Aboriginal people. Beverlee describes the feelings she 
has for Wingen Maid.

The land and Aboriginal people

I still maintain it’s sacred. Everyone who’s ever climbed the Wingen Maid always says

it has significance of some sort. There’s a feel about it, and you can go and recharge

your batteries up there very easily. There are beautiful views and lovely positions.

I know where the waterholes are, because if you fly over in a drought you can see

where all the trails from the kangaroos come down. There are caves very close to

where a permanent waterhole is. 

This was an Aboriginal trading route going down from the Liverpool Plains, which is

only just behind us here. The route went from the Liverpool Plains through to the coast,

and this is where the Aborigines would have traded along this valley. So I can’t see

them not having this valley as sacred. 
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The rock wallabies are lost

We have lost the rock wallabies. We had rock wallabies when I first came here. 

I definitely know that, because I found scats and the rock wallaby has a very distinctive

scat. Once you see a rock wallaby scat you know you’ve got a rock wallaby, but after

the ’82 drought I couldn’t find the scats.

Rock wallabies aren’t big and the foxes were very bad, and in the drought they’d be

hungry. There were plenty of rabbits, of course, but the rock wallaby was the better

feed. I think they probably cleaned up the few that were here.

There’s very few possums, either. The owl’s pretty deadly on possums, of course. 

The possum comes out when the last light of the day is fading and you’ll see, if you’re

sitting near a dead tree and there’s any possums around, that they’ll come out and run

up on the limb. Of course they’re absolutely sitters for an owl. The owl’s got about 

a twelve-foot wing span and he just swoops down and collects what he wants. 

The possum’s got nowhere to go because he’s made the mistake of exposing himself.

There’s ringtails up on the top end. Yes, definitely ringtails, but mainly there’s just the

other possums. We go out spotlighting a fair bit for pigs and rabbits and we always

look out for possums – we see the eyes. I’ve not seen the number of possums that 

I thought could be here – so it could be because of my friend the powerful owl. 

We can’t blame white man for everything.

Beverlee relishes the peace and tranquillity of her life at Sans Tache.
In the following two passages she reflects on how the country has
influenced her life and attitudes.

I guess one day I’ll have to leave

We live in a very harmonious spot in Australia. Everything has its rightful place and

everything keeps its rightful place. I guess one day I’ll have to leave it, and that is

a worry because to whom do I pass it on? I’d hate someone to come and just kill

the roos off.

It’s not an easy life. I mean, you’re tied to the farm. We’ve had drought after drought 

– we’ve had ten years of drought. This is probably the best season we’ve had for 

a decade, but there’s still not much money on the land. You don’t make any money 

from these farms; if they can pay for themselves it’s a way of life and I’m happy.

I think I’ve got a little niche in Australia that’s not bad. The people who come to 

work with me have got to fit into my environment. Nothing gets scared, everything’s

calm and everything’s working. I still think that the influence of the Maid has been

tremendous upon me.

T O W A R R I  R E M E M B E R E D

Since the establishment of the Nature Reserve at Wingen Maid, Beverlee
has been actively involved in the survey and assessment of the area. Not
only does she frequently accompany people during field work but she
opens her home to visiting scientists. In the following passages Beverlee
recounts her experiences and observations of the Maid’s flora and fauna.

The job of classifying 

I went to Sydney once and went walking with these National Parks people in the 

Ku-ring-gai National Park. They stopped and said, ‘Look at the eriostemon.’ I stood

there and had a look at the eriostemon. I came home and climbed the Maid the next

day and I found I had a forest of eriostemon. The next spring I invited them up and 

took them walking and they’re saying, ‘Oh this is lovely.’ Then they said, ‘Oh, look at

the eriostemon.’ Then they suddenly realised there was a forest of eriostemon.

There’s a lot of myrtle up there as well, and there’s another rare species up there,

Australian myrtle. It’s a scrubby thing – it’s not the myrtle that’s in other countries. 

We also found another rare and endangered eriostemon. In fact, we found quite a few. 

As soon as we classify the plants on the Maid, many of the same plants will be 

found in Towarri. We will move on to the top end of the valley, I hope. There’s years 

of work ahead of us.

My bird country

We have a powerful owl. A powerful owl is a very big bird and it lives on possums 

and koalas. We have to be careful who we say that to, because some people don’t see

eating baby koalas as a very good thing. But they’re fascinating and I didn’t know we

had a powerful owl up there.

We have an ornithologist coming up here who walks the Maid. I met him after 20

years of walking up and down here. One day I came around the corner and said, ‘Who

the hell are you?’ and this man said, ‘Who the hell are you?’ I said, ‘This is my country,’

and he said, ‘This is my bird country.’ ‘Oh right,’ I said, and then we started to compare

notes. I was saying that I’d found this possum eviscerated, with its tail chopped off

neatly and carefully laid out beside its intestines and nothing else, just a bit of fur. 

He said, ‘That’s the powerful owl’s diet. He gets three or four possums right on night-

fall, and if you go out just on nightfall and listen you’ll hear him, and if you call he’ll

answer you.’ That has been proved that to be true.
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Pearl Wilson
Pearl Wilson was born on 2 May 1916 at the little village of Wingen.
Pearl has a longstanding association with a property called The Nest,
which is located to the east of Towarri National Park on Dry Creek.
James Fuller (1826–1926), her grandfather, purchased the property of
330 acres (134 hectares) in 1882. He, like other landholders in the district,
expanded his holdings with additional land purchases, and eventually
The Nest totalled some 760 acres (308 hectares). Pearl remembers that
the land was used for sheep farming, grazing small numbers of cattle,
growing vegetables and orchards, which in later years were to become 
the primary source of income.To Pearl,The Nest is special because
it is part of her family’s history and is part of her identity.

Pearl talks here about how her ancestors came to Australia,
found  work and eventually saved enough money to purchase land
at Dry Creek. She describes the hut that was constructed and how
the property came to be known as The Nest.

Off the beaten track

My grandfather’s name was James Fuller and he was a marksman. He came out

from England with his wife and baby son and landed at Newcastle in 1854. He took

work with the railway as a plate layer on the Great Northern Railway. He followed

that job from Maitland to Blandford, during which time his wife bore him five more

sons and two daughters. When my grandfather left the railway at Blandford he

bought a small property at White Rocks, which is well out of Scone, and he lived there

for a number of years. Then he sold that and came through this way. I can’t tell why

he wanted to be off the beaten track and why they eventually settled at Dry Creek.

He bought 380 acres from Wilkinson and Farram who had previously settled it.

When my grandfather bought the property there was a bark hut; a little hut.

The hut and the pioneer cottage

The hut remained on the property until they built the ‘pioneer cottage’, as I’ve always

called it, which they tried to do as quickly as possible. There’s a story about my father’s

youngest brother, and I suppose grandfather was there too. They were there building

the cottage when another brother, who had been away for some time, rode up to the

building and looked around. He said, ‘G’day Bob, g’day Tom, hello Dad. What kind of

nest is this you’re building?’ Hence the name, ‘The Nest’, which it is still known as.

I think it was built soon after my grandfather took up the property – some time in 1883.

The cottage has been demolished, unfortunately. We, my brother and I who eventually 

T O W A R R I  R E M E M B E R E D

Feeling the country through the soles of my feet

There’s something very spiritual about her, Wingen Maid. There’s a calmness that

comes upon you if you sit up there.

The feeling came through the soles of my feet when I first came around the corner

and looked at Milo. I suddenly felt at home and I said, ‘I’ll have that property.’ I’m not

a religious person but I just have my spirit in the land and in here, and I’m here to look

after it. I’ve never seen myself as the owner of this land, I’m only a custodian, and

I think that’s where we now understand the Aborigines better. They were custodians

of the land. I’ve never said I own Dry Creek; I always say I live at Dry Creek and I live

on Sans Tache. People say, ‘Oh, you must love owning a property like this,’ and I say,

‘I don’t own it, I’m the custodian of it,’ and they say, ‘Oh, well who owns it?’

They can’t understand what I’m saying. A name might be on the titles, but that’s

nothing – there’s more to it than that. I just know I’m only a temporary owner.

I’m a temporary caring resident. 

Another view of the
Fullers’ property,The Nest,
showing the cottage and
various outbuildings dwarfed
by the Liverpool Range in
the background.
Photo courtesy Pearl Wilson.

An aerial view of the
Fullers’ property,The Nest.
Photo (c. 1960s) courtesy
Pearl Wilson.
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owned The Nest, decided to sell it in 1972, and the people who bought it just

demolished it, step by step.

The cottage had a verandah across the front, four rooms with a hall between the two

back rooms. Then there was the breezeway. All cottages back in the time I am speaking

of were built with the front portion separate from the kitchen area, I presume for safety

reasons as regards fire. The kitchen was 18 feet by 21 feet. There was a bedroom 

12 by 12 on the end of the kitchen. The verandah across the front was really the back, 

but it was the front that went right along and at the end of that there was a little room

enclosed for the storage of bags of sugar and bags of flour, because everything had to

be bought in bulk. There was no just going and buying a kilo of sugar – it would be 

70 pounds of sugar and a big bag of flour, so that was built for that purpose.

My father and his father built the cottage of logs which were adzed to the shape of

a slab, and they also managed to get some cypress pine boards for the flooring from

Gunnedah. The logs were as flat as possible one side but left with a decorative finish

on the outside – quite nice. So that’s what the cottage was built of – with, of course,

an iron roof. In those days they had no such thing as a spirit level and to get the levels

they would use a small pan of water or perhaps an even stone as a plumb bob. Fifty-

five years later the family decided to have fibro ceiling put into the kitchen. Originally

it was lined with hessian, as were the walls, and when the builder took his levels to

put the ceiling in he said that the room was just one half inch out of beam.

On the property there was an established orchard bearing a wide variety
of delicious fruit. In this extract Pearl describes how the property was
transferred between different members of the family and the kind of 
life they led working the land.

It was a good life

There was a small orchard already bearing fruit when the property became my oldest

brother’s property. My two younger brothers rented it from my oldest brother and they

started the orchards in 1937. My grandfather bought the property in 1882 and it was

his, naturally, until he died in 1926, then it was the property of my oldest brother.

My father helped his father from 1882 until he married in 1901. Then he left and went

to Wingen, where my family were all born. My oldest brother was given the property

when grandfather died and my brother Reg more or less rented it until 1952, when

myself and my husband came to Dry Creek. In 1955 we bought the property from my

oldest brother. We bought the 330 acres only. The Nest was still on it. We bought that

and we concentrated on the orchards, plus vegetables. That was our living. A few

cattle. We bought the lower land.

Pearl Wilson, relaxing at
home in her loungeroom.

Photograph by
David Noonan (c. 1999),

courtesy Pearl Wilson.
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God’s little heaven on earth

It’s such a special valley, it is so beautiful. It is God’s little heaven on this earth and

nobody will ever tell me otherwise. I’m not very good at describing scenery, but just to

drive up the valley and then drive on to our property and see all the beautiful fruit trees

in blossom, with the backdrop of mountains to the orchard on both sides of the garden,

the creek that ran through the property … it was breathtaking. 

I’m sorry we had to leave. We had to leave because we were getting on in years and 

it was a lot of work, and I just said to my brother, ‘I think we’ve worked long enough.

Let’s retire.’ I had lost my first husband and I wished to marry again, so I just said, 

let’s sell up, settle in town, which we did. I could never describe my feelings when we

left. At seven o’clock in the evening I had the utility loaded with the last of the odds

and bits. I drove around the corner and I couldn’t even see the road for tears. I pulled

up, collected myself, drove on and I just said goodbye. It was awfully sad. I’ll never 

forget it as long as I live. 

We sold to three people: Clarke, Davies and Taylor. Clarke was the man who was

going to actually run the farm; I think the others were just partners. I haven’t really

gone back and visited the property. Driven past, but that’s all. Dry Creek valley is 

God’s little heaven on earth. I can conclude by saying that: God’s little heaven on earth.

T O W A R R I  R E M E M B E R E D

It was quite a nice orchard. We grew peaches, plums, apricots, nectarines, peach

nectarines, persimmons, figs, apples. All sorts of apples: Granny Smiths, Jonathons,

Delicious, Willie Sharp. It was very poor ground but the best ground for growing fruit.

It was just the right mixture of gravel and dirt. We sold the fruit locally at Newcastle

and at the orchard for ten years. I sold fruit by travelling to Muswellbrook two or three

days each week in the fruit season. That was how we did it. It was hard work –

there were no eight-hour days, I can assure you. 

It was a good life. It was hard work for me, but I thoroughly enjoyed it. It’s the Fuller

home (it dates back 117 years and it is still to me the Fuller home; it was our piece of

dirt) – I have a very strong feeling for it. I think my feeling for it reflects the history

of a given family. My grandfather settled there in 1882. It was virgin bush, more or less

– just a small clearing – and he raised a family: six sons, two daughters. His daughter

and her husband looked after her father from when they married until he died in 1926.

She with her husband stayed on for a further nine years, then it came back into my

part of the Fuller family with my oldest brother, and from then till 1972 it was my family,

sort of thing.

In this extract Pearl describes the scenic qualities of Dry Creek Valley.
The natural beauty of the area is vivid in Pearl’s heart and mind and is
part of her being.With such a strong sense of attachment to the valley,
leaving was filled with anguish.

Trees gracing the garden at
the Fullers’ property

The Nest, on Dry Creek.
Photo courtesy Pearl Wilson.

A gate and
old pepper tree stump on

The Nest, Dry Creek.
Photo (c. 1930s) courtesy

Pearl Wilson.

Pearl and her second husband,
William Wilson, on their car
bonnet in the orchard at
The Nest. Photo (c. 1960s)
courtesy Pearl Wilson.
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A productive farm

Over the years the number of sheep and cattle we run has increased. As they bought and

cleared more land they were able to buy more stock. There was a lot more timber on it –

a lot more right through. Certain areas have been cleared more than others, naturally.

My father and grandfather used to grow feed: lucerne, corn, wheat, you name it.

Even down here, they used to have an orchard years ago. They had every tree you

could name in the orchard, whether it was a peach tree or a nectarine tree or a plum

tree. In those days, they used to pick the fruit and take it into Scone to the market 

in there. It was a very productive farm. In those days they worked from daylight to

dark too, not like today.

Alex has spent some time away from Cressfield. He gained valuable
experience on a station in Queensland during the Depression when
there was very little work around, then he returned to the Hunter briefly
before being posted to New Guinea as a signal officer.

Hard times

At the time after my father died, I went to Queensland to a station up there. It was

just sheep work. I got the job through the fellow that used to be at Braeside at the

time. He was managing Braeside and he got the management of this place at

Queensland he knew. I was over there at that time and things were hard, so he offered

me a position up there and I accepted it. This was in about 1932. I enjoyed working

in Queensland … had to, in other words – there was nothing else. I was there about

two and a half years.

When I came back I was with a cousin at Wingen for a while, and then went in the

army. I spent about four years in the army. Right at the beginning of training, we used

to get probably two or three days’ leave at times and come home to Brooklyn and

do some farm work. Believe that?  On your two days’ holiday!

It wasn’t the best, being away for such a long time. You missed the family; I couldn’t

say anything else but that you missed the family. And you were always wondering how

things were at home – like with our mother. There was one brother at home and the

other one was in the army at the time. My father had passed away in ’29. Before the

war the property was all combined. My brother had about two people working on the

place – that’s all he could get. It was just very, very difficult to get anybody at all.

It was very hard. The farm continued during those years, but there wasn’t as much

work done there, naturally.

T O W A R R I  R E M E M B E R E D

Arthur Alexander Hall
Arthur Alexander Hall was born in Scone on 5 May 1910. Cressfield,
the Hall family property were Alex lived until recently, lies to the south-
east of Towarri National Park.The Halls also owned Brooklyn, which 
was situated near the north-western corner and western boundary of
Cressfield. Brooklyn was originally selected by William Smart in 1862
and the land was transferred to the Halls in 1879. Still closer to the Park,
the Halls owned Dalley’s, a property to the east of Towarri, and additional
country at the head of Dry Creek.

Alex has spent the greater part of his life in the area, working on the
family properties. For a short time during the 1940s he also worked at
Braeside, and he provides some terrific descriptions of his experiences
working the mountainous country and of the various events and people
associated with the land in and around what is now the national park.

In the extract below, Alex talks about the family history of Cressfield
and the how acreage – and stock numbers – were built up over time.

In the family for over 100 years

The property has been in the family for 125 years. My family purchased it 1880-odd –

I can’t remember the date myself. It was bought from a man named Dr Francis Little.

He was the original grantee of the area. Two thousand five hundred acres is supposed

to be what he was granted. Then my grandfather bought it from him and extended –

bought pieces around and adjoining – and all told he had a bit over 10 000 or 12 000

acres. The property runs from here to the highway through to the Middle Brook Road.

Then from there to where the Park is is about four miles, I suppose. The property is

more or less located at the southern end of the park, and there’s other country that my

grandfather took up as well. It’s closer to the Park – there’s about 1800 acres up there

that he took up, probably a lot of it in 60-acre blocks. 

My grandfather died in 1927. At that stage my uncle took over. He was an older

brother than my father. My father assisted him. He was share-dairying over there 

at Brooklyn and then, when the uncle died, my brother took over the place here. 

David Hall was the original owner of Cressfield. In the early days, Brooklyn and

Cressfield worked independently, with the dairy over there and the dairy here.

Brooklyn was worked share-farming, you see, with my father’s father. The same 

with this here; my grandfather had this more or less on his own, you see. 

When my uncle died my brother took over it.

Alex Hall with three aunties
at the Sladden’s Hut,

or Basin Hut, during a visit
there in the 1920s.

Photo courtesy Alex Hall.
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gum tree, pine trees – native pines. Then scrub stuff, just tea-tree. There was no way

I was fond of that country. I wasn’t fond of it and never would be, because I had to

work it. It just had to be worked.

There was one part, always known back as long as I can remember as the Pulpit.

The rock comes down and then there’s a break and it come up and it’s just like a pulpit

sticking out on its own. That’s about it. There is a part there, in one part of Cressfield,

that was always known as The Cave. Then there’s another part that was always known

as The Springs because it was always swampy. There’s also an area called The Basin

that is now part of the Park and there is a hole in the creek. It’s like a rock hole and

was always known as The Basin.

Working life was always busy. Every day there was a host of chores that
needed doing, even for the school-age kids. In speaking about his adult
working life,Alex describes how staffing numbers have dropped in recent
times, and where there used to be several men employed, today it is often
just family members doing the work.

Something to do all the time

Milk cows in the morning, go to school, set rabbit traps, come home, help with the

milking, have your tea, go around the rabbit traps after tea – the same every day, 

seven days a week. You more or less helped do something somewhere or other; 

you were always busy. There were lots of other children from properties in the area.

There was a school down in Middle Brook Road and there was one up what they call

the Dry Creek Road. The Dry Creek lot went to the Dry Creek School and the Middle

Brook lot went to the Middle Brook School.

After Brooklyn, we went to Dry Creek and bought a small place up there. We were

there for about three years. Then we went down to Newcastle and were there about

ten years. Then I had to come back here because my brother passed away and I took

over. We’ve been back here now about 22 years. Sheep, cattle and the dairy I contin-

ued with. My son works the property and we have one fellow employed. In years back,

there used to be at least half a dozen working on the place, but it’s got that way these

days the cost is too great. Today you can’t employ so many full time; that’s what it

amounts too. Everybody’s in the same boat today. There’s something to do all the time.

T O W A R R I  R E M E M B E R E D

When Alex returned from serving in the war, he married and settled down
in the Hunter. He worked not only on the family property but also helped
out on properties such as Braeside. He knows the country well and talks
about some of the early property owners in the following extract.

The Sladdens and the Murrays

Right on the top there, right out on the very top, the country that’s now Towarri

National Park, 300 acres belonged to two brothers by the name of William and Bill

Sladden, who used to live down here at Parkville. I was told they used to walk from

down there right up to the head of the Middle Brook, onto the top there. They didn’t

farm – all they could run there would be a few head of sheep or a few head of cattle.

Next to them were people by the name of Murray and they had sheep and cattle. 

They used to do their own shearing there. They were on Glen Murray. Next to them

was a place called Willowdene and that belonged to a man named James Barwick.

That’s about 300-odd acres, opposite the quarry pit up there now. There’s about 500

acres I believe still belongs to Allan Henderson in there. Then you come down and

there’s a bit more of Braeside, which belonged originally to a man named Flynn. 

It went through quite a number of different people, Braeside, and now it’s the Park.

Then next to that, Cressfield again belongs to the Halls – that part is known as Dalley’s.

You come from there down to the next boundary and you come into a place belongs 

to Terry Bran, who is a school teacher. Then it’s laned off and there’s Adams, and then

you come into Cressfield again.

I didn’t have a lot to do with the people up there. Probably too busy working, I would say.

Working in the area afforded Alex an excellent overview of the land
within and near Towarri National Park. Mustering took him all over
the area, and Alex discusses the difficulties that the rugged topography 
presented, both to horse and rider.

I’ve ridden all over the park

I’ve ridden all over the top and I’ve walked all over the top end there where we couldn’t

ride, mustering. It was absolutely shocking, that top part. That rough you couldn’t get

through it. Billygoats couldn’t even get through it. But we still went through it, to muster.

There are little parts that are cleared a little bit, and sheep would graze on that. But 

the other part further up, it was rough and steep. We didn’t run sheep up there.

Mustering would take from daylight in the morning until probably three o’clock in the

afternoon. But you never got all the sheep out. The sheep, they’d get a bit wild – it’s

such rough country, you know, so hilly, with gullies and timber. There were forest oak,
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Conclusion 

Since Towarri National Park was officially gazetted in October 1998,
several additional areas of land have been added to the Park. From its 
initially modest 2505 hectares it has grow to nearly 11 000 hectares.
Today the Park is a disparate collection of landholdings conserved and
managed by the NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service.The change
in ownership marks the beginning of a new period of history for the land,
as it will acquire a different appearance and further meanings and values.

The publication of Remembering Country: History & Memories of Towarri
National Park is a celebration of people’s connection to landscape. Often,
despite the human history of our natural landscape, people’s attachment
and knowledge of landscape and places across it are not recognised and
incorporated as part of the broader public understanding and experience
of national parks.All too commonly the natural environment is emphasised
and little regard is given to the history and cultural heritage of places.
By paying privilege to the landscape’s natural values we are depriving
ourselves of our past and the knowledge we may gain from it.

In exploring the history and memories of Towarri National Park,
Remembering Country helps us understand how people in the past and 
the present have represented and reflect on land.We learn that land
holds  a diversity of meanings, values and perceptions that change with
the flow of different lives across it.Towarri emerges as a landscape rich
in lives lived. By sharing its history and stories, we not only learn more
about the lives of other people, but we are able to reflect on our own lives
and the occurrences within them and develop richer, more authentic and
inclusive experiences for people in national parks.
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‘It’s such a special valley, it is so beautiful.

It is God’s little heaven on this earth and

nobody will ever tell me otherwise …

Just to drive up the valley and then drive

on to our property and see all the beautiful

fruit trees in blossom, with the backdrop of

mountains to the orchard on both sides

of the garden, the creek that ran through

the property … it was breathtaking.’

Pearl Wilson, former owner of The Nest

Remembering Country is a celebration of people’s connection to landscape –
in particular, to a small area of land in the Upper Hunter which is now part of
Towarri National Park. 

Despite the human history of our natural landscape, often people’s attachment
to and knowledge of country are not recognised as part of the broader public under-
standing and experience of national parks. All too commonly the natural environment
is emphasised and little regard is given to the history and cultural heritage of places.

Focussed on Towarri National Park this book redresses that shortcoming and
reveals a landscape rich in meaning. Through people’s lives, their work and their
connection to land, we see the act of remembering country can provoke feelings of
pleasure, elation, regret or pain. In the context of reconciliation, listening to stories
from Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people about life and land is a vital step towards
developing reciprocity and civic empathy. 

Remembering Country is an innovative and lively local history that will interest
historians, heritage practitioners, students and many others. 

SHARON VEALE is a research historian with the New South Wales National Parks
and Wildlife Service. 
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Remembering
Country
History & Memories of Towarri National Park
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